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Student
Congress
elections
results in
by

Meghan Welsh ’06
News Staff

Elections for next year’s
Student Congress were held
today and the results are in.
After days of advertising
candidacy with candy, slogans,
and signs, students running for
election have

STUDENT received the
CONGRESS results of their
campaigning.
Juniors cast their votes in Slavin
and the sophomore and
freshmen classes filled in their
ballots in Ray, the results were
counted and recorded by Jill
Ryerson ’04 and Chris Nebons
’04, co-chairs of the Student
Congress Election Committee.
Elections for next year’s
freshman class officers are held
in the Fall following their
arrival at PC.
Many students ran
uncontested in all three of the
classes. Uncontested in the
Class of 2004 were Sarah
Aspero ’04 for President, Laurel
Oberg ’04 for Vice President,
Sheila Taylor ’04 for Treasurer,
and Meredith Lynch ’04 for
Secretary. Running uncontested
in the class of 2006 for positions
were Matthew Weber ’06 for
President and Tara Dayton ’06
for Treasurer.
As for contested races, the
Class of 2004 chose Linh Tran
’04, Erin Wells ’04, Maria
Lopez ’04, Kelly Dell ’04, and
Ryan Romano ’04 to support
them as Representatives.
Candidates running for officers
for the Class of 2005 had a
tough campaign, with numerous
possible candidates for each
position. Candidates elected
included electing George
Catrambone ’05 as President,
Colin Orr ’05 as Vice President,
Lindsey Comeau ’05 as
Treasurer, and Caitlin Mullen
’05 as Secretary. Elected for
Representatives were Matt
Fournier ’05, Ann Royals ’05,
Rosanne Boyle ’05, Mikey
Carey ’05, and Shawna
Steadman ’05. Also elected
were Neil Fortin ’06 as Vice
President, Brad Freeman ’06 as
Secretary followed by Kate
Dailey ’06, Prescott White ’06,
Bridget Black ’06, Mickey
Begin ’06, and Kat Page’06 as
Representatives.

Congress Executive
Board 2003-2004
President....... Andrea Essner '04
Vice President-PatrickDoherty ’05
Treasurer..... Meridith Strokes ’04
Secretary....Sara Stankiewicz ’05
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PC alumnus killed in Iraq
Lauren Wholley ’04
Asst. News Editor
When Brian McPhillips ’00
was a student at Providence
College, he would ride his bike
off campus and occasionally
attract the attention of
neighborhood kids. One tenyear-old boy was so taken by
Brian’s bike that
BEYOND he asked to ride it
PC and, luckily for
him, his college
friend was more
than willing to share.
Unfortunately, the bike was
built for a twenty-year old and
the young boy could not seem
to get the hang of it.
McPhillips wanted to make
sure that the boy got another
chance to ride a bike, so that
week, he went to the dump in
search of a smaller substitute.
When he chanced upon an old
bike frame, he quietly began to
restore the bike to working
condition. He spared no
expense in making the bike look
new again, with a paint job,
tires, pedals, and a seat.
The next time McPhillips
went
riding
in
the
neighborhood, he rode the
refinished bike, keeping his eye
open for his young friend.
When the boy saw the new bike
and asked for a ride, McPhillips
gave him more than that — he
gave him the bike.
According to a Marine
Corps-Press Release, 1st
by

Courtesy of Dan Kirsch

Lieutenant Brian McPhillips,
from Pembroke, MA, was killed
in action on Friday, April 4,
2003 while serving in Central
Iraq, assigned to the 2ndTank
Battalion, 2nd Marine Division.
Despite the great sense of loss
felt by many in the Providence
College family, he will be
remembered by his friends as a
man of heart and dedication,
whose commitment to serving
his country and the ideals that
it upholds was as natural as his
abilities in business and
leadership.
Jonathan Miller ’99 believed
that the bike story was the
perfect anecdote to describe his
friend because he felt it

embodied everything that
McPhillips stood for: love,
devotion, and modesty. “Brian
didn’t let very many people
know about that bike...but
those who were close to him
knew,” he said.
Miller and McPhillips met in
college while they were
assigned to Meagher Hall as
Resident Assistants. According
to Rev. Kenneth Sicard O.P.,
Dean of Residence Life,
McPhillips was an active
member of the PC community
during his four years, as he
devoted much of his time to the
student body as an RA. “He

MCPHILLPS/Page 7

[Above] Samantha Farnum
’01, a fellow RA, and
McPhillips, on the Feinstein
4th Floor balcony.
[Below] McPhillips.

Will
she
or
won
’
t
she?
Pre-frosh Victoria Picinich
makes her decision, and The
Cowl was the first to find out...
by

Megan Comerford ’06
News Staff

Providence
College
emphasizes community service;
Vicky Picinich likes to
volunteer. PC is a Catholic
school; Vicky’s
faith is important to
PART her. There’s fajita
TWO night at Ray; her
favorite restaurant
serves Tex-Mex. Member of
the Friars Club wear white
blazers; Vicky wears a similar
jacket in high school.
There’s no doubt about it
folks—this
girl
from
Bloomfield, NJ is definitely
moving from high school to
Harkins.
The Picinichs were last here
on Feb. 21 for a day of semi
nars and information sessions
geared towards familiarizing
early accepted students and
their families with Providence
College.
Vicky left campus that day
with an enthusiastic confidence

that Providence College was the
right choice for her. “We just
have to mail in the check,”
joked Vicky.
Her parents, John and
Patricia, shared Vicky’s confi
dence. “My parents are very
happy with my decision. They
love Providence College and
think that it is a great match for
me,” she said.
When applying to colleges,
Vicky had initially intended on
pursuing a major in psychology.
However, she found February’s
academic forums helpful in de
termining a suitable major. “I
am actually considering switch
ing to social work because it
seems more geared towards my
interests,” said Vicky, who
wants to work with families,
children, and adolescents.
She was also impressed by
the unique Public and Commu
nity Service major offered by
Providence College. “I love
doing volunteer work,” com
mented Vicky. “I am hoping I
can get involved in [Public and

JOHN ENGLISHMAN '03/The Cowl

Victoria Picinich... ’07?
Community Service].”
“I just wish there had been
more time to discuss the differ
ent majors,” said Vicky of her
visit in February, finding those
sessions to be the most informa
tional. She also thought the lec
ture on time management was
beneficial.
While the day as a whole
was a pleasant experience,
Vicky most enjoyed sitting in on
a literature class. “I had no idea
what a real college class was
like, so it was nice to get an
idea,” she explained.
Making her college decision
in February, however, has had
its drawbacks. “Since I decided
to go to Providence, I have such

a bad case of senioritis,” admit
ted Vicky. “In the back of my
head I am always thinking that
I [already] got into college.”
“There is so much to do be
tween now and graduation,” she
explained, with AP exams in
early May, her senior prom, and
“a million other things” coming
up, Vicky confessed that life is
getting stressful.
Though June 8, graduation
day, may seem far off now, she’s
“looking forward to going to
Providence so much.” “I love
it even more each time I go [to
Providence College],” she
added.
Much to Vicky’s delight, she
will be visiting PC again this
Saturday, April 12, for Family
Day. While she does not know
anyone who will also be enter
ing as a freshman in the fall,
Vicky expressed an eagerness to
meet some potential “future
classmates.”
Nearly all of Vicky’s friends
will be attending colleges and
universities in the New YorkNew Jersey area, but that does
not seem to bother her much.
Her enthusiasm for the
Providence College is incred
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News Briefs
Pasta with Padres brings
students and Dominicans
together
Last Friday night approximately 60
PC students gathered in the basement of
St. Dominic’s Chapel for the fourth
"Pasta with Padres” of the school year.
A handful of priests dined with students
as members of the Spiritual Life
committee of the Campus Ministry
Organization served homemade plates of
pasta.
Dinner began with a blessing by Rev.
Al Barrera, O.P., Associate Professor of
Theology. Among the priests in
attendance were Rev. Kenneth Gumbert,
O.P., Assistant Professor of Theatre Arts,
and Rev. David Stokes, Assistant
Professor of Theology. Fr. Barrera made
sure to shake hands with nearly everyone
in attendance and engage in conversation
with all the students he met.
"Pasta with Padres” is a fairly new
tradition. This is only the second year
the event has been held. The Spiritual
Life committee tries to host two “Pasta

with Padres” events per semester.
Kristen Lopez ’05, member of the
Spiritual Life Committee, said, “I was
pleased that there was such a big turnout.
That word is spreading that this...is
something that kids actually look
forward to, that’s the most exciting part
for me.” Ted Deeb ’05 was also happy
with how this Pasta with Padres went.
“I was very, very happy with the turnout.
Everyone I talked to said they enjoyed it
and had a good time.” Commenting on
the continued interest in the dinner, Deeb
said, “We always get a lot of new faces.
It’s slowly gotten bigger.”
Matthew Marchetti ’03 said of the
dinner, “I’d like to see more of PC’s
involvement in their community.”
Patrick Brown ’05 had only good things
to say about the event as well. “I’m a
‘Pasta with Padres’ regular because it’s
not often we’re given such a great
opportunity to get to know the
Dominicans in an informal setting.
Having dinner with them lets you see a
side of them you normally wouldn’t get
to see in the classroom or at mass. I

always enjoy talking to the Dominicans
because each one has something
different to offer and they really know
how to relate to the student body.”
—Natalie Forbes ’05

SHEPARD sponsors campus
“Day of Silence”
Over 60 students, faculty, and guests
gathered in the Slavin Soft Lounge
Wednesday evening to participate in the
“Breaking the Silence” discussion, part
of the campus observance of The Day
of Silence, sponsored by SHEPARD
(Stopping Homophobia, Ending
Predjudice, And Restoring Diginity).
The Day of Silence is a “national youth
movement protesting the silence faced
by lesbian, gay, bisexual, and
transgendered people and their allies,”
as noted in campaign literature.
According to campus organizers and
SHEPARD members Diane KaneCalevert ’06 and Paige Parks ’03, over
100 students participated in the event
April 9 by not speaking during the day,
except in classroom or work-related

environments, to raise awareness of
homophobia. Participants wore black
shirts and handed out info sheets to
people they encountered during the day
to explain their silence.
At the “Breaking the Silence”
discussion, Marianne Monte ’91, a
former Student Congress President,
spoke about her experiences at PC, and
the changes she saw 12 years later. She
said it would have been unimaginable
in 1991 that such a large number of
people would gather on campus to
support “the GLBT cause.” Liz Hanson
’02, one of the founders of SHEPARD,
also addressed the crowd.
Heather Vellamaino ’05, a
SHEPARD member and Day of Silence
participant, said “The Day of Silence has
so much personal meaning to me, and it
gives me so much strength and pride to
see about 100 people joining in a silent
protest. Since last year alone, Providence
College has taken such great strides
towards
welcoming our
gay
community.”
—Frank Caliva ’04

Campus Calendar for Apr, 11 to Apr. 17
Submit events at www.thecowl.com/main.cfm?include=calendar
15

Friday
8 p.m.
Blackfriars Theatre
presents: The
Murders: Agamemnon
and Electra, for ticket
prices call x. 2084.

8 p.m. -1 a.m
Senior Night
Free "late night” food
from Golden Crust,
McPhail’s. Full bar
with ID, Free Senior
Class giveaway

Tuesday

Sunday
11 a.m.
30 Hour Famine

8 p.m.
Blackfriars Theatre
presents: The
Murders:
Agamemnon and
Electra

Saturday

11 a.m. - 5 p.m.
“Creating Commu
nity, Overcoming
Hate and Ending
Violence,” with Judy
Shepard. Call x.
2787 to register or
email name, phone
and Friar box to
ambche04

2 p.m.
Blackfriars Theatre
presents: The
Murders:
Agamemnon and
Electra (Matinee)

9:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Student Recognition
Voting, Slavin and
Ray Cafeterias.

7 p.m.
Breaking the Silence
of Eating Disorders
Lecture, Slavin Soft
Lounge, sponsored
by Women Will.

5:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.
Special Olympics
Swim Meet
Anyone interested in
volunteering, contact
Mary at x.3070 or
email her at mallie05

No School

16

14Monday

Wednesday

5 p.m.
My Big Fat Greek
Wedding shown in
McPhail’s on the big
screen, Free.

Security Blotter

April 1

11:50 p.m. - R-Lot Parking lot, damage to auto, ProPo called.
April 4

4:17 p.m. - R-Lot Parking lot, larceny from auto, Fr. McPhail's
office called.
April 6

12:53 a.m. - McVinney Hall, Disorderly conduct, Fr. McPhail’s
office called.

- St. Josephs Hall, Disorderly conduct, Fr. McPhail’s
office called.
1:35 a.m. - Guzman Hall, Property damage, Fr. McPhail’s office
called.
1:00 p.m. - Library Parking lot, damage to auto, Fr. McPhail’s
office called.
11:00 p.m. - Slavin Center, Property damage; Fr. McPhail’s office
called.
—Compiled by: Lindsey Sheppard ’06 and Mary Voiava 05
1:17 a.m.

Sanctions
March 21. 2003
Administrative Review
Charge:
1. Fire and Safety
II. 2. p.37
GUILTY

March 21, 2003
Administrative Review
Charge:
1 Fire and Safety
11, 2, p.37
GUILTY

March 21, 2003
Administrative Review
Charge:
1. Fire and Safety
11,2, p.37
GUILTY

March 21, 2003
Administrative Review
Charge:
1. Fire and Safety
II, 2, p.37
GUILTY

March 21, 2003
Administrative Review
Charge:
1. Fire and Safety
II, 2, p.37
GUILTY

Sanctions:
1. Personal Probation
until May 18, 2003
2. $50 Fine

Sanctions:
1. Personal Probation
until May 18, 2003
2. $50 Fine

Sanctions:
1. Personal Probation
until May 18, 2003
2. $50 Fine

Sanctions:
1. Personal Probation
until May 18, 2003
2. $50 Fine

Sanctions:
1. Personal Probation
until May 18,2003
2. $50 Fine

April 1, 2003
Administrative Review
Charge:
1. Standards of Conduct
I, A, p.36
GUILTY
2. Guests on Campus
IX, p.45
GUILTY

Sanctions:
1.Alcohol Offense: $100
2.Marijuana Offense: $100
3 Substance Abuse Class:
$25
4. Disciplinary Probation
April 1,2003December 30, 2003.

April 3, 2003
Administrative Review
Charge:
1. Visitation
p.37
GUILTY
Sanctions:
1. Personal Probation
until December 30,
2003.
2. First Offense:$100 Fine
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Historian Genovese brings controversial ideas to PC
Academic argues radical point — the
biblical pro-slavery argument stronger than
the abolitionist point of view
By Keith Carr ’04
Asst. News Editor
On Thursday, April 3, the 320 seats
of ’64 Hall were nearly all filled by
students and faculty who turned out to
hear Dr. Eugene D. Genovese deliver a
lecture entitled: “The War over the Good
Book: The Pro-Slavery Scriptural
Argument and the
Failure
of
the
CAMPUS Abolitionist Alternative.”
news
Dr. Genovese,
educated at Columbia
University, now retired from teaching,
was the first president of the Historical
Society. Dr. Genovese also recruited
workers for the Communist Party during
the 1940s and remained a Marxist for
much of his career up until his
conversion to Roman Catholicism in
1996. He has taught at Rutgers
University, Sir George Williams
University (Montreal), and the
University of Rochester. In addition, Dr.
Genovese he has published numerous
books, including Roll, Jordan, Roll: The
World the Slaves Made, winner of the
Bancroft prize; The World the
Slaveholders Made', The Political
Economy of Slavery-, From Rebellion to
Revolution: Afro American Slave
Revolts in the Making of the Modern
World', and he is currently co-authoring

a book with his wife, Elizabeth FoxGenovese, The Mind and the Master
Class.
“The ideological struggle over
slavery was at its core an argument over
the Bible,” said Dr. Genovese. After
claiming that nineteenth century
Americans did think like Christians and
that the Bible was seen as the final arbiter
in a dispute, Genovese went on to say
that the abolitionists had failed to use
scripture accurately or effectively in the
war against slavery. “Jesus and the
Apostles never opposed slavery and
never called it a sin,” said Genovese. He
went on, “The theological question was
never whether slavery was good or bad,
but whether it was sinful, and the
abolitionists never adequately
responded.” Dr. Genovese also claimed
that southern theologians were not “the
ignorant yokels described in Yankee
propaganda,” and that they did raise
valid arguments.
Dr. Genovese claimed that much of
the argument for slavery made by
southern slave-holders, specifically the
argument that the curse of Ham applied
specifically to persons of color, was
invalid. “Not a word of the Bible
condones slavery based on race,” said
Dr. Genovese.
While many found the lecture
insightful, “Dr. Genovese provided a

FRANK CALIVA '04/The Cowl

Dr. Eugene Genovese, a retired professor and prominent historian of the
American South and the institution of slavery, spoke to an audience of
faculty and students, last Thursday, April 3.

completely new perspective on the
conflict between the abolitionists and the
slave holders. I thought it was great that
we had the opportunity to hear him,” said
Sarah Mayorga ’06. Others were
offended by Dr. Genovese’s literal
reading of biblical scripture. For some,
he ignored the spirit of Christianity

behind the words of the Bible. Dr.
Genovese addressed those concerns,
saying,“The war over the good book was
part of a larger war over the meaning of
Christianity.”
The lecture was sponsored by the
Liberal Arts Honors Program and funded
by the Thomson Fund.

www.TheCowl.com
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Raymond Cafeteria renovations on the plate
Renovations include aesthetic makeover as
well as a replacement of outdated equipment
By Mary Votava ’05
News Staff
Providence College students will
have to savor these last moments with
Main Attractions, Spitfires, and the
desert table, because after 45 years, the
Raymond dining hall
is
getting
a
STUDENT makeover.
The
LIFE projection is that by
the time students
return to campus next fall, almost all of
the entire interior of the dining hall will
have been demolished and revamped.
The dining hall has remained largely
unchanged since it was built in 1959,
except for slight cosmetic changes over
the years, leaving the dining hall far be
hind any current trends in college din
ing facilities. For Aaron Stratton ’05,
"Ray is like a high school cafeteria.”
The idea of renovating the dining hall
has been in the works for ten years, but
there has been a renewed enthusiasm for
the project among the PC administration
and Sodexho in the last few years.
"Raymond dining hall has been a major
target for many years, but there have
been a number of projects that kept com
ing up first,” said Warren Gray ’75, As
sistant Vice-President for Business Ser
vices, who is responsible for all contrac
tual services with the College, includ
ing food services.
The plan for renovation has been in
the works for three years and will be
carried out in two phases. The first
phase, tentatively to be completed this
summer, includes the complete demoli
tion of the current interior. The only re
maining area of the present dining hall
will be the dish room. “A food court
styled dining hall has been planned,” said
Gray, "due to the success of the Alumni
food court.”
Upon entering the renovated dining
hall, students will be dispersed to the
right and the left immediately, ridding
the front circle of Raymond Hall from
the long line that forms out the door at
several peak times every day. Over
crowding is a frustration for Stratton who
said, "I feel like every time I go in there
it’s very slow and there are lines every
where.”
The current middle seating section
and mainline serving area will be re

placed by crisscrossing pathways in the
center of the dining hall surrounded by
several food stations offering a wide
variety of eating options. Kelly
Delmonte ’03, who first saw plans for
the renovation last year in the Food Com
mittee of Student Congress said, “It
sounds like it will have more of an ur
ban flair and will be more aesthetically
appealing. I wish I could be here next
year to see it”
“It will be the same food, but pre
sented differently,” said Gray. The style
of cooking will primarily be cooked-toorder upon request, like is currently done
in the Alumni food court, and will in
clude some stations that are self-service.
Gray also stressed that there would be a
wider variety of healthy food choices
also indicating which entrees are heart
healthy.
Gray continued, “In designing the
concept for the dining hall, we were
looking to create both functionality and
an atmosphere that people will want to
eat in. This is so important because the
majority of students use the dining hall
every day.”

"-------------------------------In designing the concept for the
dining hall, we were looking to
create both functionality and an
atmosphere that people that
people will want to eat in. This
is so important because the
majority of students use the
dining hall every day.
Warren Gray ’75

--------------------------------"
Sarah Wilson ’04 agreed that the at
mosphere is important, perhaps rethink
ing her choice of not getting a meal plan
for next year after hearing of the reno
vation. She said, “The overall aesthet
ics make it more of an area where you
want to go in and eat. Right now it’s not
very welcoming.”
A variety of new seating arrange
ments are a part of the plan, including
booths, countertops and stools, and ban
quets. The first phase will increase the
seating capacity by 120.
“A main asset of the new plan is flex-

ibility,” said Gray because food stations
will be movable and able to offer a wider
selection in response to what students
want. He also added that there is a pos
sibility that the dining hall will be open
at all hours of the day, instead of closing
twice a day to change over meals.
The second phase of the project will
include an addition to the back of
Raymond Hall, creating 300 more seats,
and a function room for organized
dinners and events. “Ray is always
really crowded, so more seating would
be a definite benefit,” said Christine
Ferreira ’04. Also, the capacity of
Sodexho catering will be increased
below the cafeteria and a new interior
loading dock will be built. Though the
renovation is projected to begin this
summer, its commencement will not
definitely be decided until May. Gray
emphasized the difficulty of finding time
to complete this large-scale project, even
during the summer because of the
services provided by the dining hall to
orientations and sports camps.
Nonetheless, he was confident that once
started, the renovation would be
completed over the course of two
summers.
Though the large plans for the reno
vation are in place, smaller details are
still being worked out. Updates to the
rest of Raymond Hall due to new fire
codes must be completed at the time of
the renovation of the dining hall.
“I am very committed to this project,”

KATRINA ROSS ’04/The Cowl

The Raymond Cafeteria renovations
are set to include both replacing old
kitchen equipment (above) and
extensive renovations to the dining
hall itself (below).
said Gray. “Sodexho and PC are part
ners in their commitment to this
project...It is a very high priority for a
lot of people.” Gray said that the goal is
to have the project, which increases the
capacity of the dining hall in total by 400
seats, completed by the time the new
dorm is built on campus to accommo
date the influx of students moving back
on campus.

www.TheCowl.com
A NOTICE TO THE STUDENT BODY

-•Breaking the Silence*-

FAMILY DAY, AN OPEN HOUSE FOR ALL INVITED
STUDENTS IN THE CLASS OF 2007 AND THEIR
FAMILIES WILL DE HELD ON CAMPUS:

*Do you not understand what an eating
disorder is?
*Would like a better understanding?
*Do you or someone you know suffer
from an
Eating Disorder?

SATURDAY, APRIL

2003

PLEASE RE MINDFUL OF OUR 3000 +
GUESTS ON CAMPUS

THANK YOU IN ADVANCE
THE OFFICE OFADMISSION

*

~If you have had an experience with an
eating disorder
Come share it...
You never know who might be listening."
*

Join us and support your fellow students
On Monday April 14th
In the Feinstein Function Room @ 7:00
Sponsored by Women Will
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Son of Soviet Premier speaks at PC
By Natalie Forbes ’05
News Staff
Listening to Nikita Khrushchev’s son,
Sergei Khrushchev, speak was an expe
rience many PC students did not want
to miss. An estimated 150 students and
faculty crammed into the Glass Room
on the upper level of Slavin Monday
night to hear the former Soviet premier’s
son speak on the Cuban Missile Crisis.
Dr. Richard Grace,
Professor of History, said,
LECTURE “I was happy to see so
many students there be
cause these opportunities
shouldn’t be missed. Here’s Sergei
Khrushchev, who’s father was right in
the heart of the Cuban Missile Crisis.. .at
PC talking to us.”
Khrushchev provided a new and un
til now, largely unheard perspective on
what Americans refer to as the Cuban
Missile Crisis. “We can...see that the
Cold War, it was not only [a] confronta
tion of the two systems, communism and
capitalism...it [was a] more basic con
frontation.” He remarked that though the
Soviet Union and the U.S. emerged as
the superpowers after World War II, both
had “no intention to participate in these
power games,” that other nations were
involved in. “Stalin was too busy to fight
against so-called enemies of the
people...he was not ready to start this
confrontation with the other powers,”
said Khrushchev.
Speaking about the two superpowers,
Khrushchev went on to speak about the
importance of mutual respect. “They
wanted to be respected as equals. The
U.S. [didn’t] want to respect the Soviet
Union as equal.. .in any way. You’re try
ing to create a crisis,” he said.
Graduate student Jason Bartlett, who
was in the audience, said “I don’t know
if I agree with that. I think it is some
thing that both sides created.”
Khrushchev did say that he felt that nei
ther side wanted to harm the other. “At
last you will come to some level where
it is understood that it’s enough. It has
really [become] too dangerous that we
can destroy each other. Let’s change our
behavior.”
Faculty and students were greatly in
terested in how different Khrushchev’s
views of the crisis were from the aver
age American’s understanding of the his
torical events. “Each country has their
own mythology about the crisis,”
Khrushchev said- “It’s natural that you
present things as victory,” he explained.
“For [the Soviets] this crisis was not
very different from any other. The So
viets were more philosophical. The
mood of the people was very different,”
said Khrushchev. He said that Ameri
cans took it “very seriously.”
Khrushchev also said that his father did
not view President Kennedy as weak as
some believe. “It is one of these Ameri
can legends of the...crisis,” he said.
“The Cuban Missile Crisis...is not...so
big [a] deal to the Soviet Union like to
America,” he explained.
Khrushchev also described exactly
what the Soviet Union’s relationship
with Cuba was before the crisis. “What
was Soviet relations with Cuba when
Castro came to power? Zero. We know
nothing about Cuba. We are not inter
ested in Cuba,” he said. From what So
viet intelligence sources gathered about
Castro, they concluded, “it is one more
American guy. Of course he’s a puppet
of the... Americans and maybe agent of
[the] CIA...But we don’t know.”
Khrushchev did not hesitate to admit that
the Soviets were not sure what the Cu
ban/ American relationship was exactly
and that much of what they concluded
was speculation.
When Castro came to Washington
D.C. in 1959 to meet with the President,
Soviets became more concerned. “One
of the top foreign policy officials...told
my father: Mr. Khrushchev, remember
what we told you. Now this puppet is
going Washington D.C. to report to his

Courtesy of Brian Hannon

Sergei Khrushchev, a Senior Fellow at the Watson Institute at Brown
University, spoke in the Slavin Glass Room Monday evening.

master.” Khrushchev called this one of
the major turning points of the crisis.
“We started to sell weapons. It was
part of this game of the Cold War,”
Khrushchev admitted. “If somebody
[was] not so friendly with you, we’ll
supply them with weapons. My father
was very cautious. We did not sell it di
rect. It was Czechoslovakia.. .they sold
it. So we can say.. .they’re selling,” ex
plained Khrushchev. Bartlett com
mented on this statement. “In actuality
they did sell them to Cuba, but it was
through a third party,” he said. The ac
cusation of selling weapons could not
technically be laid upon the Soviet Union
for this reason.
Khrushchev also spoke about the
Soviet people’s view of Castro. “I asked
my father, ‘can you protect Castro?’
Castro for us was a hero, young revolu
tionary who fought against [the] ...
United States. So not only my father,
but all the Soviet people [were] on the
Castro side,” said Khrushchev. “If you
want to be respected as superpower you
have to protect all your allies...or you
lose your position as a superpower,” ex
plained Khrushchev.
Khrushchev tried to explain the So
viet / Cuban relationship by use of a
metaphor. He said the Soviet Union was
to Cuba what the Western world was to
Berlin. Bartlett thought this analogy
accurate, saying that the crisis provided
the US with a “taste of it’s own medi
cine.” Bartlett said, “[Khrushchev’s]
absolutely right” in his theory about su
perpowers. They must protect their in
terests in order to remain on top.
Khrushchev spoke extensively on his
father’s intentions during the Cuban
Missile Crisis. “My father had the strong
evidence and intelligence information
that the Americans will invade Cuba and
he wanted to send the strong political
message, “don’t invade Cuba,” he de
clared. He explained that putting mis
siles in Cuba changed nothing because
“the American superiority in nuclear
weapons was at the time about 9 to 1.”
He claimed that his father never intended
to launch the missiles because his action
was meant only to be a political mes
sage not to invade Cuba.
“My father didn’t understand...that
missiles in Cuba would change every
thing,” he said. Khrushchev said that his
father simply did not understand the fear
Americans experienced. “It was unique
American psychological crisis,” he com
mented. “When they [Americans] dis
covered this missile, they started the cri

sis,” stated Khrushchev.
Khrushchev also addressed the atti
tudes of President Kennedy and his fa
ther, the premier. “Both leaders were
very reasonable and they started secret
negotiations. When you start...secret
negotiations that means you trust each
other. It was built on the foundation of
the improving relations of the previous
years,” he said.

Khrushchev’s comments about the
letter his father sent to President
Kennedy and President Kennedy’s let
ter to the premier sparked interest for
many in attendance. Both sides sent the
same message to one another. “My fa
ther said...let’s have a deal: you will not
invade Cuba, I will take my missiles out.
President Kennedy the same day sent the
same message to... Khrushchev. Let’s
have a deal. You will take missiles out,
[and] I will not invade Cuba. He re
ceived the Khrushchev message first,”
he explained. “So we know nothing
about the second message,” said
Khrushchev. Dr. Grace said, “I was a
little disappointed” that Khrushchev did
not talk more on the second letter.
He insisted again that his father
“never planned to launch these missiles.”
The Soviets began to fear that the “crazy
Cubans” might use the weapons, so they
decided that they had “to take them out
as soon, as we can,” said Khrushchev.
He explained the significance of the
agreement to the terms in the letters. “It
was just the signal that everything was
over,” said Khrushchev.
When asked by Meghan Bruce ’06 if
he would have done anj'thing differently
from his father, Khrushchev answered
by saying that he thought Bruce wanted
to hear him say that he would not have
sent the missiles. However, Khrushchev
said, “I would send them,” as his father
did.
In general, students found
Khrushchev’s lecture informative, even
if they did not agree with his position.
“America’s role in world politics, oscil
lating between protector and bully of
world affairs, depending on who you talk
to, always interests me. Hearing his
opinion has helped to fortify my own.
I’m glad to live in this country,” said
Keeley Wray ’05.
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Picinich: Student
makes final decision
to matriculate to PC

JOHN ENGLISHMEN ’03/The Cowl

www.TheCowl.com
YOUR RAY OF SUNSHINE.

Victoria Picinich (Left) listens to a speaker with her parents at an Early
Accepted Students Day on Feb. 27, in Peterson Recreational Center

continued from front page
ible and can, in part, be attributed to its
current students. “I found all the stu
dents I met [in February] to be very
friendly and willing to talk about the
College,” said Vicky.
It seems Providence College has ev
erything for Vicky: appealing majors,
community service opportunities, and
social work internships. Is PC missing
anything? “I wish it had a badminton
team because that is the only sport that

I’m good at,” she laughed.
If, on Saturday, you happen to see
Vicky, give a wave or a smile. Next year,
you may find her in one of your classes
or in the same volunteer program as you.
Who knows, maybe you’ll see her don
ning a white blazer.
The question is: are the parents of
Victoria Picinich ’07 ready to make the
four hour and 200 mile trip over the
Tappanzee Bridge and up 1-95 for the
next four years?

ATTENTION: OFF CAMPUS STUDENTS

Do you have an apartment you need to
sublet for the summer?
Do you need to rent an apartment for the summer?
If the answer is “Yes,” the Off-Campus Living Office
would like to help you.
Please stop by the office and fill out a
“Needs Roommate” or “Needs Apartment” card.
We are located in Slavin 306, office hours are 8:30
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday.

Better Ingredients - Better Pizza

If you have any questions, please call 865-2420

FASTER DELIVERY

Personal & Powerful
Fairfield University

Welcome Back Friars!
353-7774

EARN COLLEGE CREDITS
THIS SUMMER
Online or On Campus... The Choice is Yours!

UHfVERSITT COttEfiE AT

Fairfield
UNIVERSITY

Free
2
Only
Cinnapie Large
$5.99’1! Get a
for
Free
Cinnapie $9.98
Large with the 2 Large
Cheese purchase Cheese
Pizza! of any Pizzas
large
Only
pizza at
regular
$9.98

Pizza &
Wings

1 Large
Cheese
Pizza &
our
boneless
chicken
strips for
Only $9.99

price
Use any Ronzios or Domino’s coupon and get our great pizza
We honor most competitor coupons
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McPhillips: Remembered as dedicated and driven
continued from front page

Providence College Patriot
Battalion members and
Alumni Serving Abroad

was one of the best RA’s we’ve ever
had...the kids loved him and
respected him,” Sicard said. He
explained that Brian had such a
desire to remain connected to his
residents that he chose to stay in the
traditional dorms, where he would
have more interaction with the guys.
For this reason and many others,
McPhillips was not the typical RA.
He brought an extra energy and
excitement to his position. “He
liked to treat his floor as if they were
soldiers. His guys loved him for it,”
said Miller. Ian Holder’99, Fennell
Hall Director, and a fellow fomer
RA in Meagher commented on
McPhillips personality, “He was
one of those gung-ho people,
always upbeat.”

Brian had an integration of
mind, heart, spirit and the
ability to look at the deeper
things in life.
Richard Kless

--------------------- -"
Joe Belgiovine ’03, who was
under McPhillip’s wing as a
freshman resident in Aquinas Hall,
agreed with Miller and Holder
about his RA’s penchant for taking
the authoritative role to another
level. “He was a leader by nature,
he looked out for us. He went out
of his way to make sure that we
learned, but also enjoyed ourselves.
I remember it was raining and a
bunch of us had a test to study for,
but Brian said ‘Let’s go, everybody
up, we’re playing football outside’,”
he said.
Despite McPhillip’s seemingly
energetic demeanor, Belgiovine
also described him as a responsible,
big brother figure. “One time we
had a dance 6r something to go to
and he made sure there was an
ironing board in the bathroom,
made sure there was starch in there
for us. That was just him,” he said.
Father Sicard said that because
of McPhillip’s kind and responsible
attitude, he “used to tease Brian and
tell him that he would be a good
priest.” Belgiovine added, “There
was something about him that made
people around him feel like there
was nothing he couldn’t do.”
McPhillip’s reserved and
determined personality helped him
in pursuing a Finance degree at
Providence.
Paul Maloney,
Assistant Professor of Finance said,
“He had a real passion and focus,
that, to be quite honest, you don’t
always
see
with
college
students...he was so ambitious.”
This ambition led McPhillips to
create his own Internet-based
military warehouse store as part of
an independent study course with
Maloney. “He sold different types
of military items online...things
like Marine posters, patches, and
maybe even boots,” he said.
Maloney explained that McPhillips
also sold military knives, but had
to store them in a friend’s off
campus closet because they

Courtesy of Dan Kirsch

wouldn’t be allowed in the dorms.
Dr. Harold Tamule, Associate
Professor and Chair of the Finance
Department, thought McPhillip’s
initiative for the project was
commendable. “Brian was a nice
kid, a little on the quiet side, but
when he got interested in
something, he got really energized.
I was so impressed because he came
in and said ‘I want to do this’,” he
said.
According to Maloney,
McPhillips took orders and
payments online, then shipped out
the products. His Militirywarehouse.com project was such a
great accomplishment that Tamule
was curious as to where McPhillips
would take his career. “I thought,
this guy is going to be a major
success, so I asked him what he was
going to do after school. I was taken
aback when he told me he was
going into the Marines.”
Even though McPhillips was
occupied with school and a career
in business, his devotion to the
Marine Corps was something that
molded his character and taught him
to be focused in his pursuits. “Aside
from making millions with the
Internet, Brian wanted nothing
more than to serve his country as a
Marine...I remember walking into
Brian’s room...304 and 204
Meagher, and noticing only two
items hanging on his walls—a
picture of his dad serving in the
Marines in Vietnam and his Marine
Corps flag,” Miller said.
Dan Kirsch, McDermott Hall
Director, was the Hall Director of
Meagher when McPhillips was a
RA and explained his involvement
in the Marines. “He took two sixweek sessions in the summer before
his junior year and senior year at
PC...His plan was to serve in the
Marines for four years and then get
out and go into business,” he said.
Danny Richer ’01, current PC
Admissions Councilor and one of
McPhillip’s Meagher residents,
remembered his love for service.
“There was never any question
about his sincerity to the Marine
Corps and the Country. He told us
that he enjoyed the challenge of

NOTICE TO STUDENTS
Any students not living on campus for the 2003-2004
academic year must declare whether they are commuting
or living off campus. Permission forms and address cards
are nw available to be filled out. Information must be
updated each year. You may stop by the Off-Campus
Living Office, Slavin 306, to obtain the appropriate forms.
Office hours are 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Monday through Friday.

being a Marine, physically and
mentally. It takes a certain type of
person and he was it,” he said.
McPhillips combined his
knowledge of the Marines and his
ability as a RA to give advice to the
son of Richard Kless, Director of
Off Campus Living. When he was
the Assistant Director of Residence
Life, Kless told McPhillips about
his son’s struggle with deciding to
enlist in the Marines or go to
college. Brian offered to talk to
Justin Kless.
“Brian talked to him about going
into the Marines as a leader and
getting a college education first.. .1
respected him so much that I trusted
my own flesh and blood to his
guidance, I will always remember
that,” Kless said. He believed that
“Brian had an integration of mind,
heart, spirit, and the ability to look
at the deeper things in life.’”
Though McPhillips will be
missed by his friends and
colleagues, they cannot help
pointing out that he gave everything
he had to all his pursuits. “He knew
his military training would be hard,
but he was looking forward to it. If
he perished in the line of duty, then
he perished doing something he
loved...he should be honored
permanently here on campus,” said
Holder.
Belgiovine mirrored Holder’s
sentiment, “Everything he did was
100 percent...When something
terrible like this happens, everyone
tries to find a way to glorify people,
but if he was still living, we would
have the same great things to say
about him.”

LTC Richard Gollan '78
LTC Joseph Sette '81
LTC Marc Paquin '82
LTC David Cotter '83
LTC Frank Penha '85
MAJ Ken Karcher '86
CPT Deborah Kuklis '88
CPT Edward Vedder '94
CPT Ryan Dillon '95
CPT Robert Gagnon '95
1LT Gregg Bessette '96
CPT Robert Martin '96
CPT Patrick Costello '97
CPT John Fennell '97
CPT Sean Chandler ' 97
CPT Andy Manca '97
CPT John Coppola '97
CPT Jeremy Black '97
CPT John Folland '97
CPT Timothy Boulay '90
1LT Claudio Gomes '97
1LT Peter Walsh '97
CPT Kevin Podmore '98
CPT Brad Crough ' 98
CPT. Kevin Rinaldi ' 98
CPT Josiah Grover '99
CPT Michael Mancini '99
CPT Jonathan Elias '99
CPT Christopher Anastasia
CPT Michael West '99
1LT Matthew Sova '00
1LT Erikka Woods '00
1LT Karen Montemerlo '00
CPT Brent Andrew '00
2 LT Vincent Wolf '00
1LT Nicholas Pacheco ' 00
2LT Dennis Pineault ' 01
1LT Greg Worden '01
1LT Caesar Alvarez '01
1LT Gavin McCulley '01
1LT Bobby King '01
2LT Colin Woods '02
1LT Adam Seibel '02
2 LT Gregg Rundle '02
2 LT Matthew Marino '02
2LT Sam Burling '02
2LT John Dumas '02

'99

Information provided by the
Providence College
Patriot Battalion

Thank you from Norma Grossi

I would like to thank the Providence College
community for their outpouring of sympathy on the recent
loss of my husband. I would especially like to thank Father
John Peterson and Father Thomas Ertle for their participa
tion in the Mass. I would like to thank everyone for their
Mass cards, spiritual bouquets, sympathy cards, flowers,
plants, and donatioins to the American Lung Association.
Thank you also for your prayers and words of encourage
ment.

Sincerely,
Norma Grossi
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SARS threatens health and certain economic sectors
by Jay Higgins ’03
World Editor 2002-2003

An enzyme test that detects lung
damage could help determine which
patients are more likely to die from the
respiratory illness SARS, Hong Kong
doctors said on Tuesday in a report that
gives fresh insight into the mysterious
SARS disease that has
INFO killed 103 people
worldwide.
2,750 have been diagnosed with
SARS in about 20 countries — nearly
half of them in China. Doctors believe
the epidemic began in China's southern
Guangdong province tn November.
SARS (Severe Acute Respiratory
Syndrome) is thought to be related to the
common cold-causing coronavirus. The
incubation period — the time from ex
posure to signs of fever — ranged from
two .to 16 days, according to a team of
experts from the New England Journal
of Medicine.
“The most common symptoms in
cluded fever (in 100% of the patients),
chills, rigors (shivering), or both, and
myalgia (muscle aches). Cough and
headache were also reported in more
than 50 percent of the patients,” the team
writes. They also noted that the older the

Sentiments around the
world about America
and Iraq are as strong
as they are divisive.
Gulf News
United Arab Emirates, March 31

NY Times

Airport workers and passangers wear masks to protect themselvse from
SARS, which is an airborne virus thought to be more contageous than Ebola.
patient, the more likely he was to die
from SARS. The CDC also issued a re
port stating that only four percent of
people who contract SARS do in fact
die.
The effects of the outbreak of SARS
go beyond the health care spectrum.
Tourism has been down, and the airlines
which are still trying to recover from
Sept. 11 and the war with Iraq, now must
face a large reduction of business and
foreign travel to countries such as Hong
Kong and Thailand.

SARS has made its presence felt in the
United States. A U.S. medical worker car
ing for a patient with the disease is likely
to become the first U.S. health care worker
to contract the new contagious disease that
has spread from Asia to the United States
and elsewhere, officials said.
As of Wednesday, there were 154 sus
pected cases of SARS in the United States.

Sources: ABC News, CNN, AP

U.S. and Europe discuss transition to a democratic Iraq
U.S. wants to lead the transition; Europe hopes the U.N. will take charge
by

Sarah Long ’04
World Editor

American and British officials dispute
the details of a postwar Iraq, though each
look forward to a smooth and timely
transition from military occupation to a
democratically elected government.
President Bush and British Prime
Minister Tony Blair
AFTER met on Monday
THE and Tuesday in
WAR Northern Ireland to
discuss the plans for the transition. There
are three phases that outline the broad
framework for postwar Iraq:

Phase one: American and British troops
will occupy Iraq to provide security.
This is also the time when the country
will need massive aid to provide food
and supplies, as well as rebuild infra
structure damaged in the war. The U.S.
plans to carry this out through the
Pentagon’s new Office of Reconstruc
tion and Humanitarian Assistance
(ORHA).
The Baath party, which was headed
by Saddam Hussein, will be dismantled,
though lower officials of the party will
be asked to join the international recon
struction effort.
The U.S. has already assembled a
team of several hundred officials to gov
ern Iraq during the occupation, includ
ing retired military officials, diplomats,
aid experts, a few British officials, and
several exiled Iraqis who opposed
Saddam. The team is to be headed by 3star general Jay Garner, who works for
General Tommy Franks.

Phase two: The Interim Iraq Adminis
tration (IIA) will be established.
The IIA will take on roles and respon
sibilities progressively to make the tran
sition from military occupation to an
Iraqi government a smooth one.
Phase three: The IIA will give way to a
democratic government elected by the
Iraqi people.

Ask the world

“Although very few people are in
possesion of the full facts and the pro
paganda war on either side does little
to clarify the situation, the America
media seems convinced that the war
is not going “their way,” and it is due
to one person: Secretary of Defense
Donald Rumsfeld. Probably, if events
start changing and the greater success,
then all will be forgiven. If not, then
his hawkish, unilateral, and domineer
ing position may be his downfall, de
spite the full support he enjoys from
the American president.”
The Daily Telegraph
Britain, April 3

“Even if the collapse of Saddam’s
regime is not iminent, its fall cannot
be long postponed. Here at home we
may enjoy a brief respite from the de
featist chorus that has filled the air
ways over the past week, with its
dennunciations of the American po
litical and military hight command.
As this newspaper has consistently
argued, the war is going well. Rein
forcements may be needed to win it,
and the hardest fighting may be yet to
come. Even before the liberation of
Iraq is complete, however, a greater
challenge for the allites is emerging:
to create a strong, legitimate, and rep
resentative Iraqi government.
To defeat Saddam’s regime may
take weeks. To build Iraq’s democ
racy may take years.”

Khao Sod
Thailand, March 31

U.S. Soldiers help Iraqi civilians pull down a statue of Saddam in the Iraqi
city of Karbala. The U.S. calls it a liberation from a dictatorial regime. Iraq
calls it a conquest of a Western coalition over Arab land. However, members
of the coalition agree that the end goal is a sovereign democracy in Iraq.

A specific time line for the transition
has not been established.
General Garner wants to give the
government to Iraq as soon as possible,
perhaps even installing the IIA in south
ern Iraq immediately.
Other officials are not so optimistic.
U.S. Deputy Defense Secretary Paul
Wolfowitz warned that the coalition’s
quick exit from Kurdish territory in
Northern Iraq in 1991 will not be mim
icked after this war. “Six months is what
happened in Northern Iraq,” he told
FOX News. “This is a more compli
cated situation. It will probably take
more than that.”
One major point of dispute between
American and British officials is
whether the United Nations (UN) should
lead the transition or provide only hu
manitarian support.
The British would like to see aid
given by older, more experienced agen
cies like the UN Food Program. By
operating through the UN, British offi
cials say, 'he coalition will tap into the
resources of France, Germany, and

Russia.
The U.S., however, rejects the UN as a
major player in the reconstruction of Iraq.
“It was the coalition that took on this dif
ficult mission, at political expense and at
the expense of the money that it cost, and
at the expense of lives,” said U.S. Secre
tary of State Colin Powell. “I think the
coalition has to play the leading role in de
termining the way forward.”

Source: BBC, NY Times, New Zealand

Know about a world issue
that needs ink?
Write about it.

Come fill out a World
application in Slavin 104.

“As more people are killed, anger
will rise among the protagonists, lead
ing to vengance and violent action
against their opponents. That is why
it is important for all peace-loving
people in the world to appeal or pres
sure the warring parties to end the vio
lence. It is not too late for both sides
to come to the negotiating table and
talk peace.”

Isvestia
Russia, April 3

“Being at odds with America is stu
pid, but not because America is stron
ger than Russia. There are more
weightier reasons: we have common
goals and common ideals. Russia can
and should call an end of the blood
shed in Iraq as soon as possible.
America is strong, but it is not smart
enough to protect the achievements of
western civilization with the right
methods. Only by joining force and
intellect can the world protect democ
racy as the most reasonable form of
social organization. And in this fight
we are definitely on the same side as
America.”
Compiled from the New York Times.
Translations by the New York Times
or BBC Monitoring Service
i
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The Week in Review
It happened on...

Tuesday

Wednesday
Statues fall, Iraqis rejoice

U.S. Officials believe Saddam dead

Although they could only speculate, high-ranking U.S.
officials believe that Saddam Hussein may have been killed
in an air strike on a downtown Baghdad building. Acting
on newly obtained intelligence reports, a B-l bomber
dropped a massive bomb on a downtown Baghdad build
ing after U.S. intelligence intercepted a recorded message
containing a voice believed to be Saddam Hussein. The
voice on the recording alleged voice of the Iraqi ruler was
heard talking to his advisers about possible escape routes
from the city of Baghdad. A spokesman for U.S. Central
Command could not affirm that the Iraqi leader was dead.
Another U.S. official expressed doubt as to whether Saddam
Hussein was even in the targeted building, “There was some
credible intelligence that there were senior people there,
we don’t know if Saddam Hussein was there.”

Thousands of Iraqis took to the streets in Baghdad cel
ebrating what is being called the end of Saddam Hussein’s
oppressive regime. While sporadic fighting continued
throughout the city the Iraqi military was clearly on its
last legs. “We are not seeing any organized resistance. The
Iraqi military is unable to fight as an organized fighting
force,” said Navy captain Frank Thorp at U.S. Central Com
mand. Some neighborhoods of Baghdad exploded into near
anarchy as crowds of Iraqis took to the streets singing and
chanting joyfully. Many fearlessly entered government build
ings emerging with furniture, computers, and other goods.
Excitement reached a fever pitch when a statue of Saddam
was toppled after being anchored to a Marine tank. Despite
the new developments, administration officials commented
that the war is not yet over and more fighting lies ahead.

Saddam:
dead or
alive?

Strawberry released from prison
Retired baseball player Daryl Strawberry served only
11 months of an 18-month term before being released on
Tuesday from Gainesville Correctional Facility in Florida.
Strawberry was arrested in 1999 for cocaine possession and
pled no contest. The jail time was punishment for repeated
violations of a probation sentence. He last played in the
major leagues when he won a World Series title with the
New York Yankees in 1999.

Israeli forces bomb Gaza
Two Israeli F-16 planes flew over Gaza City firing mis
siles at a car belonging to a member of Hamas, an Islamic
militant group. Witnesses say the air strike missed its in
tended target hitting instead a nearby house and several by
standers. Hamas said a senior member of its military wing
and his assistant was among the five Palestinians dead. The
air strike was the first since the war in Iraq started.

Weekly Spotlight:
Why he’s in our spotlight: Tony
Blair has been the Prime Minister of
England since 1994. Blair, a member
of the Labour Party, has faced many
challenges in his stay of nearly ten years.
However, none of them measure up to
the current dissent he is facing within
his party, his country and the rest of
Europe because of his pro-war stance.
Man on a mission: Prime Minister
Blair has remained firm in his resolve
to disarm Iraq despite calls of protest
from within his own party. This resis
tance was evident in a recent vote in
which 138 Labour Party members voted
against a measure backed by Blair. The
general sentiment within the party is that
Blair is simply trying to win the favor
of the United States and President Bush,
a man many Europeans dislike.
Peace in the Middle East is on the
top of Blair’s international agenda. He

Dallas Morning News

Iraqis cheered as U.S. soldiers rolled into
Baghdad
New evidence discovered in Station Nightclub investi
gation

Investigators have discovered a document alleging that
the owners of The Station nightclub promoted the capacity
of their venue well beyond its actual capacity. The docu
ment, recently found in the rubble of the West Warwick
nightclub, is an unsigned contract between the club’s own
ers and the band Great White. The Station’s capacity as
specified in the contract is 550 persons. But according to
West Warwick town officials, the club’s maximum capacity
is 404 persons. Kathleen Hagerty, a lawyer for co-owner
Michael Derderian, claimed that the number 550 came from
the Pollstar Talent Buyer Directory, a national guide for
booking agents.

“Alive”

Ryan Delaney ’04

Tony Blair
hopes that liberation and democratiza
tion of Iraq will smooth the way for mak
ing the necessary changes in the Mid
east, especially the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict. Blair continues to work with
the E.U. and President Bush to grant
statehood to Palestine. Without Pales
tinian sovereignty, he says, there is little
hope for long-lasting peace in the region.
Domestic agenda: Aside from his
publicity for pledging Great Britain’s
support for the war in Iraq. Blair has a
lengthy record of domestic reform and
legislation. When support from his party
was unwavering, Blair pushed through
bills reforming the National Health Ser
vice, education and social security. Blair
also oversaw the 1998 Good Friday
Agreement in Northern Ireland, a con
tinuing attempt at peace in that area.

Sources: NY Times, BBC

“I don t think he can be
killed”
U.K. Publishing Media

Since joining the Bush
administration’s mission in
Iraq, British Prime Minister
Tony Blair has been at odds
both within his party as well as
the British public at large. His
pro-democracy position fits
into a larger Mideast peace
agenda.

Johathan Powers ’05

Sure, test the memory aid on me...wait, did I agee to this?

The University of Southern Califor
nia may soon begin experimenting with
an artificial brain prosthesis in humans.
The silicon chip used mimicks the hip
pocampus, the part of the brain that en

codes recent memories, which can then
be put in the long-term memory. While
previously tested brain devices only
worked to stimulate brain activity, this
prosthesis will replace this part of the
brain, bypassing the damaged brain tis
sue.

The subjects would include people
who have suffered brain damage
through such condtions as stroke, epi
lepsy, or Alzheimer's disease.
One problem with the experiment,
researchers say, is that people who need
the prosthesis may not be able to re
member consenting to the experiment.
Another problem, of course, is that,
to the extent that we can control what
we remember, the prosthesis may no
longer be able to forget what they do
not care to remember.
Source: New Scientist

“He’ll be around after the
nuclear holacaust”

Allison Papini ’03
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Skewed history:
Socratic learning:
DWC provides academic renaissance Civ rushes to
Terence Sweeney ’06
Commentary Staff
Education in America today is
dominated by the demand for
“relevancy.” Each and every lesson
in the classroom is meant to be
targeted towards
HEART OF something in
THE MATTER society that is
immediately
necessary. High school education is
not about laying a foundation for an
educated person, but rather a
preparation to pass standardized
tests. Students attend colleges with
the goal to be prepared for making
money in an increasingly
materialistic society. Our national
education has misplaced the ideal
that learning for learning’s sake is
a respectable goal. Education is not
training for a job; it is training for
life. This training occurs in such
educational courses as Providence
College’s Development of Western
Civilization (DWC).
by

When many liberal arts colleges abandoned their
western civilization programs, Providence College
implemented a course encompassing several
branches of academic thought. The result has
become the four semester lecture-style class that
meets five days a week. The Development of
Western Civilization program, commonly called
CIV, is the topic of many debates within the student
body. Our writers tackle die issue this week.

“--------------------------------------------------------------------------

DWC seeks to create that
well rounded individual in
much the same way
humanists sought to be
Renaissance Men. This is an
aspiration that has been lost
but must be reintroduced
into our society.

NICOLE COURNOYER '05/The Cowl

--------------------------------------

Our society has lost touch with
a way of teaching that is dedicated
to the search for truth and
understanding. But this is not
universally true. While most of our
higher education is languishing in
its search for “relevancy,” there
remain some places where the true
education is maintained. Some
schools and teachers hold onto these
traditions—specifically DWC.
While many students may
complain about the work load and
sometimes dull lectures, they miss
the fact that they are partaking in a
program that seeks, through
education, to mold us into
intelligent and questioning
individuals. DWC may seem to be
irrelevant to many people in our
culture and in our school, but these
people are missing the point. It is
true that a business major may never
practically use their knowledge of
Dante in a business meeting, but
that person may use what he learned
from Dante as a guide in his life.
DWC seeks to give us an
understanding of ourselves in the
context of our culture. “Know
thyself” was the maxim that
Socrates said should dictate our
lives 2,400 years ago. This is still
true even if it is not acknowledged
by our education system. To create
a citizenship that is truly educated
requires that people be taught liberal
arts—not solely pratical arts. DWC
seeks to create that well rounded
individual in much the same way
that humanists sought to be
Renaissance Men. This is an
aspiration that has been lost but
must be reintroduced into our
society.
This necessity that people come
to understand their lives, requires an
understanding of what has led our

Above:
Students attend a
Development of Western
Civilization (DWC) lecture
in Moore Hall.
Right:
Text books from the third
and fourth semester
of DWC

KRSITIN ELLIS ’05/The Cowl

history up to this point. Each one
of us is a part of a civilization that
dates back 30,000 years. So not only
do we need to know our own
personal history, but also we need
to understand the history of our
people.
This knowledge is not only of
importance to the individual it also
has a great impact on members of a
democracy. It is needed in order to
understand how to make the
important decisions that face us.
Just reading The Iliad can give us a
sense of the overwhelming meaning
in making the decision to go to war.
Studying John Locke explains the
principles that shaped our nation.
Learning the consequences of
political actions in history teaches
us that everything our nation does
can change humanity for the better
or worse. And discovering
Augustine’s conversion in
Confessions exemplifies the power
of self-examination. These are just
four examples of the knowledge
that students can, and must, reap
from education.

Education requires that what
students learn must be understood
in context. For a person to read
parts of the Koran without knowing
anything about Mohammed’s
culture will not teach a person
properly. History, literature,
philosophy, and theology are not
understandable
if
totally
compartmentalized. One must see
each subject as it correlates to the
other to see what they can teach.
That is a primary strength of DWC;
it avoids the specialization that
plagues most education, and instead
creates a core that creates an
understanding of all the liberal arts
while allowing the student to focus
on the major. That should be the
task of all educators—to teach
students in such a way that they are
knowledgeable in one area and not
ignorant in all others. This must be
done in order to create a nation of
individuals capable of critical
thought with an understanding of
the world that allows for complex
decision making.

conclude
by Mike Raia ’05
Commentary Editor

Having spent the last two years in the comfort of
Moore Hall, I need to vent. I could write a column
blasting the Development of Western Civilization
program for being a rushed “Cliff’s Notes” revisit of
I high school. I will not, though,
because I see DWC as a a fragile
base to a remarkable program. With
too much focus on theology and
philosophy, and not nearly enough (in the final semester
of the course) focus on the United States—the center
of modern Western civilization, the course fails to live
up to its intertwined, interdisciplinary promise.
Providence College holds a deep pride in its
Catholicism, and should. However, western civilization
did not revolve around the same Catholic roots DWC
covers. Until recent centuries, the Vatican had a major
role in European power. But where was the focus on
Islam’s influence over the Mongols and the Ottoman
Empire (or the blended Arab traditions on western
tradition following the Christian-launched Crusades)?
I can clearly see the argument many may be
brewing—“PC is a Catholic college and has a
responsibility to teach the Catholic faith.”
That’s what the six credits of theology are for (CIV
has a larger responsibility to include lectures on world
religions since the College will not allow these type of
courses to count for core credits). Every PC student
will eventually leave the College with an understanding
of the Catholic faith through these core classes.
Therefore, why should the DWC program tell a skewed
version of history to overemphasize the schools
affiliated order?
Philosophy lectures, unlike theology lectures,
provide intellectual insight into the inner-workings of
past civilizations. That said, the overburden of unknown
quasi-philosophers that students are introduced to in
Moore Hall leave most confused and befuddled as to
their relationship in civilization’s development.
The defining characteristics of civilization, time has
shown, have come in literature and political/historical
achievements. The ancient Greeks gave the world The
Iliad and democracy. Their Roman contemporaries
provided an example of Republican government and
artistic festivals. These contributions did not cease with
the fall of Rome. Rather, the literary works and political/
historical advancements became stronger. In the DWC
program, though, they are reported with growing
infrequency in lieu of philosophical confusion.
My CIV notebook shows (and I take meticulous
notes) that F.D.R. appeared in the course as a footnote
of the Great Depression and World War II. Mao Zedong
and Chiang kai-Shek, though equally influential to the
international affairs of the late 1900s, only made cameo
appearances in the lecture describing decolonization
after World War II. The Great Gatsby and The Catcher
in the Rye, arguably the two greatest achievements in
20th century American literature, were afterthoughts
to European war poets. The Vietnam War, modern
history’s most tumultuous era, will be (according to
the syllabus) relegated to half a lecture. The Cold War
lecture did not cover (and hardly mentioned) the events
of the Bay of Pigs or the Cuban Missile Crisis. How
can such influential moments and historical characters
be overlooked in favor of Husserl’s phenomenology
and theological revival of Aquinas’s 15th century work?
CIV, though, is an asset—if you’re lucky enough to
be in the Honor’s Program (or, as some call it, little
CIV). Honor’s CIV, though more demanding and time
consuming than “big Civ,” better synthesizes all the
disciplines of the program. Smaller classes, with an
emphasis on class participation, give students a more
proactive role in connecting the philosophical theories
to the literature of the era. A broader focus on societal
theology (not just Catholic/Christian strains of thought)
allows professors to explain historical governing bodies
and the law codes of distant societies.
I will miss CIV next year. I hope I am speaking for
my classmates when I say that we are leaving the
program with a broader understanding of the
development of Western Civilization. However, the
DWC program would provide a stronger base for a
liberal arts education if it challenged all Providence
College students, not only those selected for the Honor’s
Program, to battle the workload of the more extensive
curriculum of “little CIV.”
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Tangents and Tirades
The snow only left a light dusting Tuesday morning, but it
is still cold and we know that puts you in a cranky mood.
Cheer up—check out our Tangents and hope for spring.
Crisis of apathy averted
Providence College is breaking out of its academic
shell. Monday night proved to be a breaking point in student-apathy as rows upon
rows of students pushed into the Fishbowl to attend Sergei Khrushchev’s lecture on
the Cuban Missile Crisis. While intriguing and informative, I cannot get past the
genuine interest which was sparked throughout campus by a “learning-for-learning’ssake” lecture. The History Club and the History Department deserve credit for
bringing Mr. Khrushchev to PC and for creating a buzz around campus.
—Mike Raia ’05

The Recording Industry Strikes Again We all download music on the internet.
It’s much more convenient than buying CDs, not to mention more economical. But
do you ever find that after you have a song downloaded it turns out to be simply the
chorus over and over or some other distorted version of the song you love? It turns
out the recording industry puts out these lame copies of songs to discourage people
from future downloading. But the deception does not stop there. They put these
versions on multiple computers throughout their networks so that it appears that
many people have this same one, leading innocent downloaders like myself to think
that it is a quality version. If anything, though, this practice backfires. I am even
less likely to buy a CD now than I was before. —Caitlin Ford ’05

Shake your booty Slavin used to be a safe haven for non-dieters, with the main
options of “grill” and “international” leaving us little choice but to indulge in
deliciously calorific entrees. But no more. On entering the cafe, we are now
bombarded by a big sign showing a slim and happy but oddly middle-aged couple
promoting Slim-fast “meal option” shakes. So I suppose it isn’t good enough
anymore to have “just a salad” before hitting the gym—we now also have the
conscientious option of a liquid diet to help lose those last inches, just in time for
halter-top season. —Erin Simmeth ’03
Beethoven’s sell-out What is believed to be an original manuscript of Beethoven’s
Ninth Symphony is being prepared to be auctioned by Sotheby’s London, purporting
an estimated sale price of $3 to $4 million. Hopefully, when the manuscript inevitably
falls into the hands of another wealthy private owner, no doubt an enthusiastic yet
amateur musician, it will be available to scholars for study and not just locked up in
a closet somewhere. Unfortunately, such an important piece of musical history, a
treasure to musicologists, may not be put to its best use, one in which many could
benefit.—Stephanie Pietros ’04

Rhetoric inappropriate in time of war Democratic presidential hopeful Senator
John F. Kerry (Mass.) recently told an audience that “what we need now is not just
a regime change in Saddam Hussein and Iraq, but we need a regime change in the
United States.” Leaving the grammatical errors and flawed sentence structure aside
for a moment. Kerry’s comments are a distasteful bit of rhetorical opportunism. To
equate the political regime of Iraq with the democratically elected Bush
administration (yes, democratically elected) is low even for a Democratic presidential
candidate—and wholly inappropriate as American soldiers are dying in the sands
of the Middle East, even as Kerry speaks. No one disputes his right to criticize and
campaign—but he should do it with a little more class and a little less rhetoric. And
besides, he has more important things to worry about, like figuring out if he’s an
Irish Catholic or a Russian Jew. —Frank Caliva ’04, News Editor
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Interviews have already begun for candidates
to teach the new Human Fertility Classes.

by Dustin Kahoud ’04

HIGH FIVES & HOSE HIVES
High Five to April 9’s Day of Silence,
sponsored by SHEPARD. The students
involved on campus seemed passionate
and enthusiastic about the cause. The
presence of flyers and silent students
helped spread the word on a poignant
and worthy issue.

Nose Dive to the new proposed fire
codes.
While we respect and
understand the fact that fire safety is an
important issue on this campus, having
plastic sleeves for all dorm postings is
going to reduce the amount of student
advertising availability. Not to mention
the fact that plastics can release
dangerous fumes if they catch on fire.
Moreover, the possible prohibition of
wall tapestries in rooms seems like an
irrational decision. There are ways to
promote fire safety. Eliminating and
restricting item after item is not the way.
We can only wonder what items will be
prohibited" next.
On the Side to BOP’s Makeover Night.
Although a large population of the
campus packed into McPhails on
Monday night to pick up their free
beauty products and makeovers, we’re
skeptical about the need for this
function altogether.

High Five to the upcoming Feinstein
Institute’s Conference “Creating
Community, Overcoming Hate, Ending
Violence.” Keynote speaker Judy
Shephard’s presentation sounds like it
will be powerful, while workshops
involving students, community groups,
and local activists should inspire
communal discussions. The all-day
conference certainly looks promising.

Nose Dive to Student Services for not
allowing various student clubs to
endorse speaker Judy Shephard’s visit
to the college. It’s a shame that the
Feinstein Institute had to stand alone
in pulling in a universal speaker.
High Five to the multitude of PC
alumni fighting in the armed services,
especially the late Brian McPhillips ’00.

Nose Dive to the return of CTN. While
the blue screens in Ray were annoying
to look at, at least they told the time.
And the absence of CTN allowed for
the welcomed introduction of WDOM
playing over the airways. We loved
hearing our own students playing our
music while dining, and we’re sick of
the repetitiveness of CTN.
On the Side to the intense amount of
advertising done by students running
for congress positions. Advertising
seemed more prominent then ever on
the campus, but that still doesn’t seem
to be getting students to the polls. Plus,
flyers often covered up other important
events.

High Five to the upcoming John D.
Langley Memorial Basketball
Tournament. The tournament, which
looks to raise money for the John D.
Langley Memorial Fund, is a great idea
for a great cause. Food, prizes, and free
t-shirts, as well as the games
themselves, should truly help keep the
memory of John D. Langley alive.

Nose Dive to the weather. Sure, it’s a
silly thing to complain about, but we
expect nice weather in April. Damn
groundhog and his six more weeks of
winter...

Want to tell us what’s on your mind?

www.TheCowl.com
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Masks of intolerance
migrate to City Hall
Members of
Westboro
Baptist
Church
traveled to
Providence,
R.I. last
weekend to
protest
Mayor
David
Cicilinne’s
sexual
orientation.

The church has grown more
infamous as it continues to
demonstrate against
homosexuals.

GOOGLE.COM

by Caitlin Ford ’05
Asst. Commentary Editor

I think I am going to join the
Westboro Baptist Church.
Not only are they located in Topeka,
Kansas, a hotbed of culture right in the
heart of the Bible Belt, but their message
is also welcoming
and accepting and
PROTEST
truly holds something
everyone
can
appreciate. As stated in their
“Manifesto,” the WBC preaches, “To
every lover of Arminian lies—believing
and preaching that God loves every
individual of mankind—we say, you are
going to Hell! Period! End of
discussion!” How can anyone refuse
that?
The appeal of the WBC only grows
from there. The members of this TULIP
Calvinist Church believe that God hates
basically everyone, except of course the
members of that church—the Elect that
will be the only ones saved. They
proclaim, though, that God hates
homosexuals most. This is how I first
learned about the WBC.
This month Brown University’s
LGBTA (Lesbian Gay Bisexual
Transgender Alliance) sponsors Pride
Month, and last Saturday, April 5, was
the Gay Pride Parade. Members of the
WBC came to Providence to picket the
parade and to try to spread the belief that
homosexuals are going straight to Hell.
The WBC then went to the Statehouse
to protest the election of the first
homosexual mayor of a major city—
David Cicilline.
The claims of these Topekan Baptists
do not stop there, however. Not only do
they oppose Cicilline as mayor because
of his sexual orientation, but they also
believe that the fire at the Station
Nightclub in West Warwick was God’s
punishment on the depraved people of
Providence, saying “the 100 burned alive
at the nightclub died for David
Cicilline’s...sins.” These are obviously
diehard believers who command respect
and tolerance for their hateful values. '
On their website, the WBC argues
that all nations need to outlaw
homosexuality and impose the death
penalty in order to save themselves.
Toting signs with slogans such as “God
Hates Fags” and “Matt [Shepard] In
Hell,” these faithful travel around the
country, and even overseas, picketing
people and places they believe are
causing God’s wrath to rain down on us
all.

And who can say these zealots are
wrong? Despite of the fact that Cicilline
has brought an end to the corruption that
has plagued Providence for years and has
instituted many reforms for the benefit
of the city and its people, it was
obviously not the right decision to put
him in office. Moreover, according to the
Westboro Baptists, the recent tragedy in
Warwick, not even a part of Providence
or Mayor Cicilline’s jurisdiction, offered
proof of this.

Toting signs with slogans such
as “God Hates Fags” and “Matt
[Shepard] In Hell,” these
faithful travel around the
country, and even overseas,
picketing people and places they
believe are causing God’s wrath
to rain down on us all.

-------------------------- "
The Westboro Baptist Church has
developed a strong following that is
willing to act on their belief, something
every church should hope for. So it does
not really matter that in their Calvinist
fanaticism they have forgotten some of
the basic teachings of Christ, such as The
Golden Rule found in Matthew’s gospel:
“Do to others whatever you would have
them do to you.” Jesus also taught that
one should love his enemies, and that the
peacemakers, the meek, and the merciful
are blessed. The WBC, however, focuses
on the most wrathful sections of the
Bible, such as the Books of Leviticus and
Jeremiah, and they ignore the kinder,
gentler teachings found in the New
Testament.
Because of these convincing moral
beliefs, the WBC has thrived in Topeka,
under the strict guidance of Pastor Fred
Phelps. And while many liberal openminded people may find their
authoritarian attitudes hard to swallow,
these Primitive Baptists have worked
hard to spread their way of life
throughout the country. All this effort has
come to little fruition in Providence,
though, as Pride Month continues
strongly and the people stand behind
Mayor Cicilline. I suppose that the
forthcoming approach of the WBC is
simply not enough to save all of the
people of the world—let alone all of
Rhode Island.
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Young voices silenced
by non-existent apathy
by Erin Simmeth ’03
Commentary Editor 2002-2003

This is a war against youth. Teens and
young twenty-somethings are dying,
being taken prisoner, and being forced
to drop bombs on a population that is
nearly fifty percent
WAR & children. Many of those
YOUTH protesting their wanton
destruction are also
youths, and their voice is being ignored
and silenced. The war is not only on the
battlefield, but also on the minds of
liberal youths who refuse to allow their
sense of justice to be taken prisoner.
The ruling generation decries the
supposed apathy and selfish disinterest
of today’s young people. However, now
that their actions have at last roused a
vehement reaction, they immediately
attempt to quash that dissenting voice,
calling us unpatriotic, ignorant, or too
innocent to see “reality” and the
necessity of war.

For vague motives, for
underlying political and
economic influences, or for a
sense of right and wrong
decided and imposed by a man
with a political record of
supporting state violence.

-------------------------- "
And yet even these protestors are
being blatantly ignored. For months
before the start of the war, young and
old alike took to the streets in the purest
form of democracy, championing the
non-violent ethics they believe with the
conviction of their hearts. What was the
president’s reaction? He did not care, and
still does not, that a large and growing
group of his constituents disagree with
his violent actions. Perhaps because
these people did not vote for him, he
chooses to utterly disregard their voice.
A large part of those resisting the war
drive are young people who do not want
to see their peers, people their age and
younger, dragged off to suffer and die.
And for what? For vague motives, for
underlying political and economic
influences, or for a sense of right and
wrong decided and imposed by a man
with a political record of supporting state
violence.
The fact is that George Bush believes
in the ancient code of an eye for an eye,

in which execution is the response to
murder and warfare is the solution to
injustice. This system has been proven
ineffective throughout the test of history.
Vengeance does not lead to healing, just
as violence does not create peace. Above
all, this is not a Christian ethic. Those
Christians who stand behind Bush for
his so-called pro-life policy should feel
enraged and betrayed to now have the
same man telling them it is their duty to
support the state-sponsored deaths of
innocent civilians on both sides of this
conflict.
Forget the wide-eyed naivete of
believing that blood vengeance is
wrong. Let’s just say that we don’t want
any more of our peers to be lost in a
war with an ill-defined or impossible
goal. So many of the young men and
women dying and being taken prisoner
in Iraq are there against their better
wishes. Teens just out of high school,
many of whom enlisted to fund their
educations, now find themselves on the
battlefield fighting a war for economic
and political motives that have nothing
to do with them.
This is not the military’s war—it is
the President’s. So when protestors beg
for the government to bring our troops
home, it is not a sign of dissent against
the military, but against the actions of a
president who we did not elect, do not
support, and do not trust on the most
basic level as a human being.
We, the non-violent youth of
America, have been actively
disenfranchised. Now we are also
subject
to
defamation
and
discrimination for voicing our faith in
true democracy and desire for a peaceful
world. It is now time for us to prove
wrong those detractors who call our
generation ignorant and indifferent. We
are not apathetic: rather, we are either
silenced or ignored.
There are those among us who
believe in something other than
aggression and violence as a means to
resolution. However, the powers that be
do not want to hear that voice. Today’s
youth in America and abroad would end
the war on our bodies and minds by
advocating for a return to the optimism
and selflessness of the past, now
tempered with the wisdom of time and
a faith in the power of non-violence.
Unfortunately, as the war storms on, we
are instead told with each successive day
that our opinions are irrelevant and our
demonstrations are futile. I suppose they
would really prefer us to just remain
docile and apathetic, after all.

Online Poll Results
Poll for the 4/3 issue: “What are the limits of academic

The College must make sure all classes remain within
(24%, 22 votes)

Classes should be free to pursue controversial topics
only after receiving permission from the College
................

(17%, 16 votes)

Classes should be free from censorship to insure the best
(59%, 55 votes)

Poll current as of Wednesday 4 p.m.
Vote on this issue’s poll at www.thecowl.com: “Does the DWC program need
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Letters to the Editor:
A voice left out from debate
Due to Family Day, all Letters to the Editor pertaining
to last week’s article, “Pushing boundaries of academic
freedom: How do certain sociology classes teach
human sexuality at Providence College?” will not be
published in this print edition of The Cowl.
All related letters can be read in their unedited version
on www.TheCowl.com. Check back often for exclusive
web updates with new letters.
We apologize to our readers, and those who wrote
letters, for the inconvience.

www.TheCowl.com

After reading sophomore Julliette
Paul’s first line of her article last week
titled “Stupid Americans Blasphemize
Country,” I was immediately disturbed
and pissed off. Ms. Paul states: “Given
the war with Iraq, Americans are being
pressured into hating their nationality
more than uniting behind it.” Are you
kidding me? As a citizen I feel
completely opposite, and I believe I am
among many when I state my feeling.
Since Sept 111 have felt pressured by
the media, as well as by my fellow
citizens, to daily embody and act upon
an enormous and oppressive amount of
American pride. Just driving down the
highway I am bombarded with American
flags and bumper stickers reading: “I Am
Proud to be an American!,” and “Support
Our Troops.” Why, just last week I saw

a very large American flag hung in the
back window of a truck. I was so
appalled because it completely blocked
any and all vision for the driver. I paused
and pondered the irony that was so
blatant. Are Americans so blinded by
their pride that they deliberately choose
not to see behind them? Once again I was
saddened. Now, being an angry blacklesbian-feminist-borderline separatistregistered green, I am very used to being
part of the minority when I am asked for
my opinions, especially concerning
politics. However, as a human being and
student here, I would like to hope that
maybe an article every once and a while
could reflect/represent something
remotely close to my opinions and
thoughts, because we all need a little
validation in this life.
Miriam Darby ’04

Blind-guided Americans are stupid Americans
Monologues

not scapegoat for academic freedom

On behalf of the cast and crew of the
Vagina Monologues, I would like to ask
the college community at large to stop
using us as a scapegoat for their
problems. The show was held, the
administration made it abundantly clear
that they did not support it—we have
established this already, ad nauseum. But
for heaven’s sake, stop trashing the
Monologues'. Everyone seems to forget
that this group of very committed and
talented young women, with no budget
and almost as little support, managed to
raise over $3000 for the prevention of
domestic violence. I will gladly put that
up against the achievements of any other
student-run group on this campus. I am
proud to say that I was a part of this work,
which at virtually any other college in
America would be held up as a laudable

achievement, instead of a school
disgrace. The participants are the type
of students PC would do well to
encourage—they are the ones we are
going to be proud to read about in 20
years! This school would suffer a severe
loss if even a few of them decided to take
their talents elsewhere, where they
would find more support for their
activities.
I conclude by reminding the college
intellectual community to look no further
than the words of Voltaire: “I may not
agree with a word you say, but I’ll defend
to the death your right to say it.” That,
after all, is the true spirit of
scholasticism—the idea that we can still
be okay even if we don’t agree with each
other. Let the debate live on! Viva the
Monologues'.
Diana Kane-Calvert ’06

Swimming not as depraved as it appears
In the April 3 issue of The Cowl the
Sport section published an article titled
“PC’s plan for success” written by R.J.
Friedman ’03, dealing with the plans and
future of the athletic department. I was
extremely disappointed to read about the
Swimming & Diving teams in the Sports
Section of The Cowl. The article does
not even begin to acknowledge our
team’s
amazing
season
and
accomplishments, but only focusing on
negative information that is not even
factual. The Swimming & Diving team
was mentioned in the recap as a program
that “when women competitors couldn’t
compete in the ECAC Championships
because no one would take them. When
it comes down to a situation like this,
Providence should put its money
elsewhere.” The students that qualified

for the ECAC Championships were
provided every opportunity by the
athletic department to attend the
championships, but chose not to attend.
Our Providence College swimmers
and divers have had an amazing year! I
am extremely proud of their
accomplishments including a 100%
improvement rate in-season at our
conference championships, and a 97.5%
achievement of lifetime best
performances this year ... It is a shame
that our own student-run newspaper, The
Cowl, cannot acknowledge our successes
and only chooses to focus on the
negatives.
Michelle Gacio Harrolle
Head Coach
PC Swimming & Diving

Would you like to see George W. as President-for-Life?
Is John Kerry a traitor for demanding “regime change at home?”
We might not agree, but that’s why we want to talk to you.

Apply to Commentary.
Pick up an application in Slavin 104.

COWLTOWN

An excerpt from sophomore Juliette
Paul’s article last week reads, “Lucky for
civil rights, President Bush is not
disposed to ripping out tongues.” Maybe
she missed the teach-in on Iraq last week,
but luckily I took some notes for her and
anyone else who missed it. Dr. Margaret
Manchester, director of American
Studies, informed us of a proposed Bill,
Patriot Act II, which would drastically
change our civil liberties. Under Patriot
Act II, one can be stripped of their
citizenship or be secretly detained if
suspected of belonging to a “terrorist
organization.” Well, what exactly is a
terrorist organization and who decides
this anyway? The point is, although we
may still have our tongues, we will be
losing more important things than that.
To suggest that the majority of
Americans support the war with Iraq is

obvious. They are glued to 24-hour
media coverage of privately-owned,
biased news conglomerates, which
almost never criticize anything the
President does or says. If you really
watch news on the war, much of the
information you receive is statistics from
opinion polls, not real, honest
journalism. I watch the news to know
what is going on in Iraq, not to hear what
everyone else thinks.
Lastly, I would argue that by
expressing my freedom of speech, I
allow myself to be an active American
citizen and nothing less. Furthermore,
it is my opinion that the “stupid
Americans” Ms. Paul speaks about are
those that blindly follow their leaders and
never question authority. Perhaps they
are the ones misrepresenting America.
Lisa Viau ’04

Empty Brooklyn deli
by Alish Brady ’05
Guest Commentary

A Brooklyn deli is an establishment
unlike any other. It is a temple of good
food, good conversation, and entertains
more than its fair share of gossip. The
person behind the
THE WAR counter knows your
AT HOME name, how you take
your coffee, and where
your sister goes to school. It is, in short,
a piece of small town comfort in a
sprawling metropolis, and it is also a
concept I have trouble explaining to
people who buy their deli meats from
Stop & Shop.
My Brooklyn deli is chock full of
homemade foods, from humus and
grape leaves to chicken cutlet and roast
beef.
My Brooklyn deli has
unparalleled fresh bread and a goldfish
in a small tank on the window sill. My
Brooklyn deli has a steady, diverse
group of people that come in and out of
it, arguing about politics, education, and
taxes. My Brooklyn deli is run by a
small Palestinian woman named Gada.
Gada is a strong but tired woman,
quick with stern advice, but even
quicker with a smile and a laugh. She
has been in this country since she was
a teenager, but she still has an accent,
and although she may consider herself
an American in some ways, she would
never shy from her heritage. In so many
ways she is the classic immigrant to
America—a hard worker that is proud
of her family and the life she has made
in this country.
In the early 1990s when Iraq invaded
Kuwait all eyes were on the United
States. When U.S. forces led the United
Nations in an invasion that became
known as the Persian Gulf War,
Americans did what all nations do when
in times of crisis—they rallied around
the flag. Unfortunately this reaction

leads to an “us vs. them” mentality that
hurts innocent people both at home and
abroad. Gada was one such casualty.
Suddenly, there was less traffic in
and out of my Brooklyn deli. People
were less friendly, less talkative, less
willing to make eye contact. Would it
help to explain to them that she wasn’t
an Iraqi? Would it help to buy a big
American flag to hang outside her
store? Would it help if her traditional
Arabic fare be replaced with
hamburgers and french fries? Would it
help if she told them that she was forced
out of her own Lome by the same
oppression that Iraq was exerting on
Kuwait, except in her case there was
no American white knight to save her
people?
Flash forward ten years later and
some of the costumers that participated
in their so called patriotic boycott of a
woman just trying to make a living,
skulked back into the store to buy their
milk and potato salad. Others who had
come in during the war but had refused
conversation also have come back to
buy their groceries. Still others,
however, would not dare show their
faces in Gada’s delicatessen. These are
the ones that went a step further—the
ones that said hurtful things that I will
not relate because there is no virtue in
repeating ignorant slander. To these
people I say this: Love this country for
the right reasons. Love it because it
allows people to be who they are
without threat of persecution. Love it
for the people who make it great, people
like Gada, people who work hard so that
their children can go on and do better.
Love it for the opportunity it allows for
every person, regardless of their
background, to be free.

Ms. Brady is the winner of the
S.O.A.R. essay contest
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The Bottom
By Dave Quinn ’04
Editor-in-Chief

American's most wanted
Reality shows meet real problems. But you can’t do that on television
It’s called reality television.
A phenomenon that’s swept
American media by storm,
reality TV puts everyday
individuals in the forefront. The
average Joe soon becomes Joe
Millionaire. The girl-next-door
is soon fighting to survive
Survivor. Human beings and
human behaviors are examined
over and over again in the living
zoo that are these reality TV
programs. But a few animals
are not behaving in their cages
these days. And some of our
reality TV stars have criminal
records surfacing from their
pasts—which just doesn’t fly in
the reality world.
American Idol 2 knows this
all too well. Since the show
began in January, four musical
hopefuls competing have been
forced to tell the real story about
their pasts. FOX booted off
Jaered Andrews on January 30,
after charges‘arose of his
connection in a bar fight that
ended in the death of Thomas
Blakeley. Next was Franchelle
“Frenchie” Davis. The23-yearold singer met her fate when
FOX
learned
of
her
pornographic past, which
included topless shots under the
alias “Honey Brown” on the
web site called “Daddy’s Little
Girls.”

"- - - - - - - Moreover, how come Joe
Millionaire finalist Sarah, who
starred in dozens of kinky
bondage and fetish films that
featured her being handcuffed,
gagged, hog-tied, and bound
with duct tape, was still able
to compete on the show?

---------------------"
Corey Clark then met a
dismissal, nearly as abrupt as
the ones delivered by judge
Simon Cowell, when he was
taken out of the competition just
last week. 22-year-old Clark,
like the other dropped
contestants, lied to FOX and
Idol producers during routine
background checks. He ignored
impeding charges of battery
against his 15-year-old sister, as
well as accusations of resisting
arrest and criminal intent. A
conviction could cause Clark a

TheSmokingGun.com

This is the true story of three people...: (Clockwise from top
left) Corey Clark and Jaered Andrews of American Idol,
Sarah Kozer of Joe Millionaire, and Trenyce (a.k.a.
Lashundra Cobbins) of American Idol have all been
busted for events in their past that are considered
inappropriate for reality TV.
maximum of a year in prison on
two of the misdemeanors, and
a max of six months on the third
count. Not exactly the musical
career he was hoping for.
“All participants are
required to provide full and
accurate information to assist in
background checks, including
disclosure of any prior arrests,”
reads a statement from
American Idol and FOX.
“Corey withheld information...
[and] due to his failure to
disclose, compounded by an
error in a police report which
misspelled Corey’s name, the
incident was not discovered
during the background check.
The producers and network
feel that Corey’s behavior
warrants his disqualification.
Unfortunately, the search
process is not perfect.”
Apparently so. Just a few
days later, reports surfaced that
Trenyce (a.k.a. Lashundra
Cobbins) had a prior arrest for
shoplifting. Still, that doesn’t
seem to be a problem—Trenyce
remains in the competition. But
that still doesn’t ignore the fact
that American Idol is becoming
more like America’s Most
Wanted.
There are plenty of reasons
why these criminals are getting
through the cracks of network

screening processes. This isn’t
the first time reality TV has run
into some real problems. Half
ass background checks,
participant mendacity, and
unblinking
network
indifference have caused
problems for networks in the
past, and most likely will in the
future. Two contestants from
Temptation Island 2 were
disqualified from the show
because they were married and
expecting a child, for example.
People have pasts—and will lie
if it means they’ll get their 15
minutes of fame.
But the honest truth is that
shows like American Idol have
no right to disqualify
contestants from their reality
shows. After all, they’re called
reality shows for a reason.
Can’t people have real problems
and real pasts? Why are
violence, scandal, and sexuality
a problem in reality? They exist
in this world—they should be
depicted. This isn’t supposed
to be utopia television.
FOX seems to be a little
unsure about that, sending a
million mixed messages on the
issue. They obviously didn’t
have a problem with Clark’s
past to begin with—he was sued
twice for passing more than
$650 in bad checks. So why

does he get removed now? And
why are Trenyce’s shoplifting
charges not as big of a deal as
Frenchie’s nude pictures?
Moreover, how come Joe
Millionaire finalist Sarah
Kozer, who starred in dozens of
kinky bondage and fetish films
that featured her being
handcuffed, gagged, hog-tied,
and bound with duct tape, was
still able to compete on the
show?

For its part, FOX has
adopted a blanket policy
whereby network executives
refuse to comment on the
private lives of show
participants. But there is
nothing private about these
participants once they sign up
for the shows. Nor should there
be. Their pasts shouldn’t be an
issue, and their participation on
the show should be as real as it
can get.
When MTV premiered the
first season of The Real World
in 1991, it was a raw, true, and
poignant documentary on race
relations, sexuality, education,
and other characteristics that
identified a generation. Three
years later, after one male
contestant was removed from
the show when a practical joke
on his female roommate went
terribly wrong, a no violence
rule was passed. Since then,
violent roommates have been
dealing with anger management
issues (i.e. Miami's Melissa,
Seattle's Stephen, and Las
Vegas’ Brynn). The Real
World's sister show, Road
Rules, has also had similar
problems (cast members
Christian (RR2) Antoine (RR3).
Belou (RR3), Abe (RR7),
Gladys (RR7) and Ayanna
(RR8) have all fought their way
through their season—some
even off the road altogether).
This violence, just like the
violent pasts of our contestants,
shouldn’t be censored. Fighting
is a part of reality. We all
participate in it. The Real World
and Road Rules should be
exploring conflict resolution,
rather than moving people off
of the shows. In the same token,
American Idol should allow
their contestants to stay in the
competition, and let us learn
something from their pasts.
Maybe Frenchie has a reason
for posing in porn. Maybe she
could teach us about it. Isn’t
education and talent part of
being an American Idol?
Like it or not, bankrupt
deadbeats, shoplifters, bondage
actresses,
and
assorted
convicted criminals are all part
of the real world. Shouldn’t
they have a place in reality
television other than Cops and
America’s Most Wanted?
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Picks Phone is finally picked up
After three years of delay and four leading men,
of the Joel Schumaucher’s thriller makes it to the screen
Week
by

by Anna

Kikowski ’06
A&E Staff

Directed by Jim Sheridan

An Irish story, The Boxer
explores the life after prison in
war torn Ireland for Danny
(Daniel Day-Lewis). Director
Jim Sheridan uses the reality of
the political and religious
sentiment that exists in Ireland
today, combined with each
character’s incredibly human and
diverse emotions to produce a
captivating film about love amidst
inexplicable terror.

Guster’s Lost & Gone Forever
is something you cannot miss.
Every track on the album,
including the upbeat “Fa Fa” (one
of the band’s few songs to get
commercial radio airtime—you
might recognize it), the indignant
“So Long,” and the clever “Two
Points for Honesty,” is a
combination of animated drums
and guitars mixed with
unforgettable lyrics. Once again,
Guster has not failed in suiting
just about our every mood and
situation.

by Maeve Binchy
Scarlet Feather, by Maeve
Binchy, is a heartwarming Irish
novel. Tom Feather and Cathy
Scarlet, old college friends,
finally have the opportunity to
open their long-desired catering
business.
Plagued with
everything from their own rocky
relationships, to irate but
interesting customers, to finally
caring fora pair of unexpected but
lovable children, Tom and Cathy
succeed with their dream, and
with a few twists and turns,
capture our hearts in the process.

Stephanie Smith ’06
A&E Staff

In June 2000, rumors began
circulating that the outrageous but
believable everyman Jim Carrey would
be starring in a new thriller called Phone
Booth. Although the film was rumored
to be ridiculously low-budget, Carrey
was in talks to star in
MOVIE
it. However, Phone
REVIEW
Booth would not
actually see the big
screen until three years and many casting
changes later. By the end of June, it was
reported that Carrey was dropping the
role. By October of 2000, Mark
Wahlberg and Will Smith had also been
reported to have taken the lead role; both
eventually dropped it. Around this time,
a rumor proved true—newcomer Colin
Farrell had accepted the role and
appeared to be in it for the long haul.
Finally, filming began... and ended,
taking only a short ten days. On Oct. 16,
2002, though, the November release date
was pulled because the film content
paralleled the real life sniper situation
in Washington, D.C. at the time. Now,
three years and seemingly a whole life
time later. Phone Booth has finally been
released, and it uniquely succeeds in
holding our attention for one 80 minute
scene.
Colin Farrell plays Stu Shepard, a
cocky publicist who treats everyone he
comes in contact with complete
disrespect. He has a nice young man
follow him around taking his calls,
running errands, and constantly praising
him (we later learn that this kid never
gets paid; Stu promises a salary, but
never delivers). Stu lies to his clients and
his colleagues to get himself ahead,
although we can tell that he will never
be more than a B-list publicist. He sneaks
off with a young actress named Pam
(Katie Holmes) every once in a while,
unbeknownst to his loving wife, Kelly
(Radha Mitchell). He is materialistic,
arrogant, self-centered and undeserving
of all that he has.
These faults become the sins for
which Stu must pay, according to the
unnamed sniper who calls him via pay
phone. He stops to call Pam one day from
the pay phone (why not his cell phone,
you ask? So that his wife won’t see the
record of his call on the bill! Clever boy.)
When he finishes the call, someone calls
the phone and Stu answers. The man on
the other end mysteriously tells Stu
everything about Stu’s own life. He then
reports that he will kill Stu if he hangs
up the phone. A group of hookers then
proceed to argue with Stu about needing
the booth, but Stu can’t leave it and
things start to get ugly when the man
proves he can shoot from his hidden
location.
Unfortunately, Colin Farrell doesn’t
have a New York accent. This presents a
problem throughout the movie, because
when he tries to talk like he is from the
Bronx, the accent sounds more like a
speech impediment. Other than that,
Farrell is very believable as a cocky jerk,
and also as a terrified victim. He
dismisses people with ease, sometimes
with just a look, and then later in the film,
he shivers and crouches in the fetal
position and is completely real. When
the sniper makes him tell his wife how
he feels about Pam, the terror is visibly
present in his face. Farrell creates a very
nervous ambiance that comes right
through the screen. Throughout the
entire film, the audience has a nervewracking experience that is so intense,
it is almost uncomfortable. The intensity
is largely due to Farrell’s targeted acting.
Farrell’s co-stars also helped the film
to remain gripping throughout. Forest
Whitaker is perfect as the police captain
who tries to talk Stu out of the phone
booth, only to end up spilling the story

FOX 2000 Pictures

What’s your favorite scary movie?-. Phone Booth’s Colin Farrell keeps the
long-awaited thriller gripping through one long 80-minute scene, proving
he was the right man for the role after several years of casting changes.

of his failed marriage and his
thankfulness for counseling. Whitaker
appears to be a sad, lonely man looking
for a friend, which allows him to
connect with Stu and eventually help to
save him.
Kiefer Sutherland plays the sniper,
or rather, the sniper’s voice. Although
we only see his face for a few seconds
at the end, it is truly his voice that makes
the impression. It is the sort of shrill,
piercing hiss that parallels with the voice
of the killer in Scream.
Katie Holmes must also be
mentioned, simply because (and this
needs to be cleared up) she is only in
the movie for five minutes. Although
she is advertised as a principle role, she
has about four lines. Whether she acted
well or not is difficult to determine
based on the fact that she did relatively
nothing.
Joel Schumacher’s direction is
inventive, although a little overzealous.
The whole first ten minutes of the movie

are random shots of telephone equipment
and some local kids breakdancing on the
sidewalks of New York City. The
relevance of these shots is a little unclear,
but they are entertaining nonetheless.
They take away from the film’s subject
slightly, but considering that the movie
is one eighty minute scene, on the whole,
the direction is incredibly focused. The
camera watches only the phone booth
and yet the audience is not bored.
Phone Booth is a tense, gripping
movie. It fulfills its purpose of being an
original thriller. The attempt to discuss
today’s morals through putting an
arrogant publicist under the gun seems
a little ridiculous, however. In light of
the events that have occurred since the
movie’s filming in 2000, the evils of a
materialistic man are lessened in
comparison to the incident with the
actual sniper in Washington, D.C. All in
all, though, the movie keeps the
audiences on the edge of their seats.
GRADE: B
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Red, white, and blah all over
The hard-charging White Stripes breeze past consistency on
Elephant, the spotty follow-up to their mainstream breakthrough
yelp is the way he really gets the
fundamental aspects of constructing a
good rock song. His riffs always hit hard
The White Stripes
in just the right spots (see: the scorching
Elephant
soloing on the far-too-long “Ball and
Third Man/V2 Records
Biscuit,” the pseudo-Jon Spencer Blues
Explosion romp of “Girl, You Have No
They’ve been called the front-runners Faith In Medicine,” and “Hypnotize,”
of the “little band revolution” by SPIN Elephant's answer to “Fell In Love With
and heralded as one of the most important A Girl”), and the drums (even when
bands currently making music by Rolling played by the heavy-handed and pretty
Stone. They’ve been credited with much talent-devoid Meg White) are
deflating the Korns and Limp Bizkits of strong, propulsive, and simple enough
ALBUM the world, making to keep your feet tapping. Jack can also
REVIEW the pop landscape turn the volume down and still come
once again safe for through with an affecting little nugget, a
vibrant, significant rock ‘n’ roll. Their talent he showed with White Blood Cells’
new record, Elephant, is already a mortal “We’re Going To Be Friends” and
lock for year-end top ten lists confirms with Elephant’s “You’ve Got
everywhere, getting five stars and A’s Her In Your Pocket,” a song so neat and
from critics across the board. And now, nice that it can only be described as a
by a lowly Cowl reviewer, The White “ditty.” (Hey, if you don’t like it, come
Stripes are being called ... half-assed?
up with a better word. This is my review,
This, of course, begs a big question— and I like ditty.)
what am I hearing that established deans
That being said, Elephant carefully
of rock criticism in seemingly every manages to lay enough serious eggs to
major music publication aren’t? A counterbalance its successes. While
sharper inquiry might hit on what I’m not Meg’s sickly vocal turn on “In The Cold,
hearing: namely, the soothing yet all- Cold Night,” the fake rebel histrionics
encompassing voice telling writers that of “I Want To Be The Boy To Warm Your
the Stripes’ brand of eccentricity for Mother’s Heart,” the simply weak “Little
eccentricity’s sake is acceptable because Acorns” (ruined further by Mort Crim’s
these guys are “artists”; the universal terrible spoken word intro), and the
demand for the promotion of their absolutely atrocious and far too tonguebastardized blues-punk predicated on the in-cheek “Well It’s True That We Love
fact that Jack and Meg aren’t Creed; and One Another” are all worthy of scorn and
an industry-wide clarion call announcing perhaps even spitting, I reserve my most
that rock needs saviors, and this Detroit potent disdain for “There’s No Home For
duo is the best chance we’ve got.
You Here,” a particularly annoying track
If you’ll pardon a bit of optimism from due to the fact that it’s completely
a practiced music cynic, I don’t buy the derivative of, well, Jack White. He lifts
“rock is dying, and only garage bands can his own riff directly from White Blood
bring it back” kick. There are now and Cells' “Dead Leaves and the Dirty
always will be talented people writing Ground,” jams way too many words into
really good rock music, whether their the simple time signature Meg bats out,
songs get on the radio or not, and I don’t and moves without warning from a
think that we should afford a band too simple, stripped-down vocal line to a
much slack just because they’ve been cacophonous multi-tracked yowl
tagged as “reviving a dead genre.” Let’s reminiscent of the late Freddie Mercury.
call a spade a spade: White Blood Cells It’s downright ridiculous (And take a
was a good album with one can’t miss look at the winner of a lyric Jack thought
hit that became a major success due to up to end the song: “Waking up for
the exceptionally good timing of its breakfast I Burning matches / Talking
release into a marketplace looking to fill quickly / Breaking baubles / Throwing
a void, a smart little deconstructionist garbage / Drinking soda / Looking happy
video, and tons—and I mean tons—of / Taking pictures / So completely stupid
hype. It wasn’t as good as De Stijl, the I Just go away.” Wow—I didn’t think it
band’s pre-breakthrough record, which was possible, but that actually looks
downplayed (somewhat) the group’s worse than it sounds).
kooky kitsch feel and focused on the flatCall me a bitter skeptic, but I firmly
out nasty guitar stomp that really should believe that when everything you read
be their calling card. Unfortunately for or hear about a record tells you one thing,
those of us who were hoping for a return it’s a pretty good bet that something’s
to form. Elephant, the Stripes’ all-too- getting overlooked. With apologies to
important second mainstream record, the rock critic academy, I think Elephant
doesn’t commit to the bare bones style is a textbook example of that fact. It’s a
of old, and the result is an uneven effort record declared brilliant by a bevy of
that quite honestly doesn’t deserve all the writers that decided they were going to
dap it’s been getting.
love it before they even pushed play.
To be fair, there are a lot of nice things This isn’t “glorious” or “art rock” or any
to be said about Jack White as a musician of the other things people are calling it.
and an autonomous ruler. More It’s just inconsistent, plain and simple,
impressive to me than his much-praised black (and red) and white.
guitar playing and powerfully practiced GRADE: C+
by Dan Devine ’04
Asst. A&E Editor

Third Man/V2

It’s right out there in plain
sight, but nobody wants to
acknowledge it: When The
White Stripes (pictured above)
named their new album
Elephant as a metaphor for
strength and instinctive
memory, they opened
themselves up for another
interpretation: the record’s
blemishes and overall
inconsistency are being
ignored like the proverbial
elephant in the room that
everyone sees, but nobody is
talking about.
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Urban Elements

Ja Rule takes aim at Slim and 50
It’s Murder Inc. versus Shady/Aftermath in hip-hop’s latest feud
by

Joe Mavodones ’05
A&E Staff

Any rapper who has made
the mistake of trying to step to
Eminem in a rap battle has
found out the hard way that you
just can’t win. Ask Everlast, the
Insane Clown Posse. Cage.
Canibus, or most recently,
Benzino. Its like Gary Coleman
trying to tackle Michael Vick.
There’s just no hope. So when I
heard that Ja Rule decided to
call out Eminem last week in the
ongoing feud between Murder
Inc. Records and Dr. Dre’s
Aftermath Records, I couldn’t
help but laugh. It was like Ja
Rule pulled out a Swiss Army
knife to take out that tank that
is Eminem.
Ja’s diss at Eminem came on
the track “Loose Change” off of
the new Murder Inc. mixtape,
A Warrior’s Words. The title of
the song is a reference to Em’s
newest labelmate 50 Cent, who
has had an ongoing feud with
Ja for a few years now. The beef
allegedly started after a few
minor altercations at clubs in
New York City, which
eventually boiled over at a hotel
in Atlanta when 50 punched Ja.
In 2000. the tension escalated
even further when members of
the Murder Inc. camp attacked
and stabbed 50 at the Hit
Factory recording studio in New
York. After the incident, Ja and
Murder Inc. chief Irv Gotti
called 50 a “snitch” for
allegedly seeking police
protection against them. On
May 24 of that same year, 50
was leaving his grandmother’s
house when he was shot nine
times (including one bullet in
the face) by an unknown
gunman. The shooter was found
dead a few weeks later.
In addition to the assaults

Shaay'Attermatn

“Man, if that white dude wasn’t there, I’d totally stab him
again.”: Murder Inc.’s signature star, Ja Rule (left) has
recently become embroiled in a heated feud with Shady/
Aftermath stars 50 Cent (above left) and Eminem (above
right). By the way, if you didn’t know who any of these
three people were before we told you, then you mustn’t
have cable under the rock where you live.

Murder Inc.

and gunplay, the fight between
the two rappers has been
brewing on wax for a few years.
Back in 2000, Ja called 50 out
on “S—t Gets Ugly” off the
album lrv Gotti presents The
Murderers, and it has continued
since on songs like “Ratchet”
and “Snitch in Da Club,” as well
as countless mix tape freestyles.
50 and his G-Unit cohorts have
kept pace with Ja, releasing
tracks like “I Smell P—y,”
“Wanksta,” and “Backdown.”
On “The Realest Killas,” 50’s
new collabo with the
posthumous Tupac Shakur, 50
Cent accuses Ja of being
obsessed with becoming the
“New Tupac.”
Ever since 50 signed with

Eminem and Dr. Dre at
Aftermath, it was only matter
of time before Em stepped into
the ring. After an interview
with Ja in The Source, in which
he warned that he would take
down the whole Aftermath
family if they continued to
allow 50 to diss him on wax,
Eminem spit a threat at Ja on
the Benzino diss track “Go to
Sleep” from the Cradle to the
Grave soundtrack.
And that’s when it
happened. Ja felt it was finally
time to respond to the lyrical
murderer. On “Loose Change,”
Ja holds nothing back and
attacks Eminem, 50 Cent, Dr.
Dre, Busta Rhymes, and even
Lil’ Mo, the R&B singer who

sang the hook on one of Ja’s first
hit records, “I Cry.” Over a
typical Murder Inc. beat, which
eventually blends into the
instrumental from Nas’ “Made
You Look,” Ja attacks right
away,
calling
Eminem
“Feminem,” and adding, “What
you wearing the doo rag for?
You never gonna have waves /
you never gonna understand
Black pain / but you could
become the first white rapper
slain / just get your money man
I the Inc. is running thangs; you
hiding out with loose change.”
Ja even hits below the belt,
making fun of Eminem’s
daughter: “Em you claim your
mothers a crackhead and Kim
is a known slut/ so what’s Hailie
gonna be when she grows up?”
Ja goes onto call 50 Cent
“loose change” and adds “How
many n—s holding heat like
Rule? / side arm, barrel in

mouth / blow ya head out from
the south /... & if there’s any
Change left / I’ll toss ya on
down to the West / & let the
Row ride down on ya.” The
Death Row reference shows Ja
Rule’s recent association with
the Row’s CEO, Suge Knight.
Suge has been one of Dr. Dre’s
biggest foes ever since Dre left
him to start Aftermath. Ja
wastes no time dissing Dre,
calling him “gay Dre... your
day’s coming too I ‘cause I got
a team of misfits / who squat &
handle they business.”
The beef between Murder
Inc. and Aftermath doesn’t look
like it will end any time soon.
Both camps are already heated,
and Eminem hasn’t even
released his first diss track yet.
But hopefully, when all is said
and done, the feud will stay non
violent, and Eminem and 50
will turn Ja Rule into Ja Fool.

Cowltown
We’re looking for a few good pens.
All sections hiring. Apply now in Slavin 104.
SCOTT
VOLKSWAGEN

Sales
Service

Satisfaction

Now Playing...
This Weekend Only

The Murderers:
Agamemnon by Aeschylus
Electra by Sophocles
Award Winning Service
45 years
Sales • Service • Parts ♦ Body Shop
260 Newport Ave. East Providence, Rl
401.438.5555 www.scoftvw.com

Blackfriars Theatre
April 10-13
Call x 2218 For Tickets
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All the world’s a stage?
In an age of easy and immediate entertainment, do plays have a place?
by

Erin Woulfe ’03
A&E Staff

If it truly is as Shakespeare
wrote, “All the world’s a stage,
and all the men and women
merely players,” then why is it
that the play has become an
underutilized
THEATER art form, and
EDITORIAL the dramatic
triumphs of
yesteryear are rarely written any
more, let alone adapted to grace
the stage? Plays sit on the
bottom
rung
of
the
entertainment ladder behind
musicals, television, and
movies. What has brought on
this demise of onstage drama?
Just over 50 years ago,
Death of a Salesman won the
Tony award for Best New Play,
and within the 10 years that
followed,
Tony
award
nominated works and winners
included The Crucible, The
Diary ofAnne Frank, Cat on a
Hot Tin Roof Bus Stop and The
Miracle Worker. All of these
shows are familiar to most
people, if for no other reason
than they are considered classic
works of literature read in high
school English classes. Now,
instead of seeing powerhouses
such as these on the stage, the
neon lights of Broadway flicker
and fade out on pieces which
only see extremely short runs.
Are contemporary American
audiences afraid of the play?
Not exactly.
Part of the inherent problem
with theater is the general
public's limited exposure to it.
With the advent and extreme
popularity of television, which
occurred, coincidently enough,
just after Death of a Salesman
won it’s Tony award, attending
the theater was no longer in the
top two choices of quality
entertainment. Movies and
television monopolized the
entertainment scene, and did so

Google

An industry named desire:
Tony Award- and Pulizter
Prize- winning play
A Streetcar Named Desire
was more publicly popular
as a movie starring
Marlon Brando.
cheaply. No longer was it
necessary to spend too much
money for a night of
entertainment, and that
entertainment remained as close
to home as it was cheap.
Somewhere along the line,
the movie musical turned
musical theater into a cheesy
sing-along. Perhaps it was
when Rogers and Hammerstein
had some European kids in
matching outfits sing their way
out of Austria to safety, but it
was definitely before a curly
red-haired kid belted her way
onto television screens through
the magic of VHS tapes.
Musicals weren’t entertainment
anymore, they were something
to parody—and if people were
laughing at musicals, who
would even take the time to go
out of their way to see a play?
Plays don’t tour. You actually
have to go to New York to see a
play. Providence’s own PPAC
never brings plays as part of its
yearly season. It’s a huge venue

Google

which can, depending on the
show, barely fill its seats when
it brings blockbuster musicals
into town. It’s understandable
why PPAC wouldn’t try to make
its money with a play which
requires a much more intimate
audience. Because the general
person has limited experience
with plays, he isn’t as apt to
spend his money to see them as
he might be to see a well known
musical, such as Phantom ofthe
Opera or Les Miserables. This
lack of a consistent audience
closes many excellent plays
before they have a chance to
make a significant impact. If the

audience would rather spend
money on musicals, then the
producers would rather spend
more money on musicals, and
money influences the bottom
line of everything.
People need to go and see
plays. No author will pen a
major artistic endeavor without
the backing of a great producer
or audience. Different from a
movie, which acquires its
audience after the filming and
editing are finished and money
is spent, a play requires an
audience during the process so
that the actors can determine the
effectiveness
of
their

performance. If a movie plays
to an empty theater or a packed
house, it’s still a movie. If
there’s no audience, there’s no
play; it’s solely another
rehearsal.
One way producers are
enticing audiences is by
bringing in big name movie and
television actors to draw a
crowd, such as Edie Falco and
Stanley Tucci in Frankie and
Johnny in the Claire de Lune.
This still is a major gamble due
to the money involved in getting
the stars to perform, but it
usually draws a crowd, even
with inflated ticket prices.
But what’s the solution?
Head to repertory theater
companies. Providence is lucky
enough to have a Tony award
winning playhouse right in the
center of downtown. Rep
companies are generally a hub
of new and exciting work—
some great, some awful, and
some classic performances.
Trinity puts on an even mix,
always including one world
premiere per year, along with a
number of other pieces. Other
companies work solely with
new material, and some have up
to five separate but concurrent
seasons running in their
performance spaces. If any
place will have the solution to
the lack of plays that live up to
the classics, it will be these
companies. The funding is all
geared toward the specific
theater company rather than
producing one show, and the
actors are traditionally members
of the company and residents of
the area. It turns into great new
theater with much less of a
fickle feel than those neon lights
emit.
Repertory companies result
in the play as we know it—not
reduced to its final stage as
“second childishness and mere
oblivion, sans teeth, sans eyes,
sans taste, sans everything.”

Meteora falls short of critics’ other-worldly expectations
by

Matt Hess ’05
A&E Staff

Linkin Park
Meteora
Warner Brothers

The men of Linkin Park truly had
a hard act to follow. Their gritty debut
album Hybrid Theory was the best
selling record of 2001, moving more
than 11 million
MUSIC units worldwide.
NOTE Not to be outdone,
the tracks of Hybrid
were remixed by some of the best
producers/DJs in the game, and compiled
into 2002’s Reanimation. With two
immensely popular discs on their resume
and a demanding tour schedule looming
ahead, the pressure was on for the
dynamic rock/rap/electronica act to
strike platinum once again...this time
with new material.
Linkin Park’s third studio album, the
heavily polished Meteora, is the
culmination of over a year and a half of
grueling effort, and for the band
members, the means arejust as important
as the end. As emcee Mike Shinoda puts
it, “The art is the making of the art. It’s
somewhat reflexive in that it’s looking
back and commenting on itself.”
Representing the process of making

an album is the cohesive theme of
Meteora. Notably, the album’s artwork
is the result of a three-day long
collaboration between four distinguished
graffiti artists. The sessions even merited
their own documentary, “The Art of
Meteora,” which is included on the
enhanced portion of the CD.
Musically, however, much of
Meteora adheres to the typical rap/rock
template which Hybrid Theory fit into
so well. A majority of the tracks
(including the first single, “Somewhere
I Belong”) feature brawny guitar work
crashing over dirty drum loops and
plodding basslines. Vocally, Shinoda
flows smoothly over the verses, and
frontman Chester Bennington’s razor
sharp nasal rasp cuts through the
choruses.
When employed, the established
formula is used well, and all the tracks
are Pro Tools tweaked to perfection
during post-production by Shinoda and
turntablist Joseph Hahn. Ironically
however, it’s this same heavily rehearsed
feel that detracts from Meteora. There’s
almost no sense of spontaneity on the
album, and the over-production leads to
a lack of raw appeal. Many of the songs
even sound like re-worked versions of
others, giving little variety to the album,
and making listening somewhat tedious.

Warner Brothers

In fact, the only brilliant moments
on Meteora are those that deviate from
the norm. The layered feel of “Breaking
the Habit” features a more mellow
sound, complete with a sneaky new wave
guitar loop. Live orchestration and
trickling piano accompaniment are
blended with soulful, cathartic lyrics on
the tune, making it by far the best on
Meteora. Hahn and Shinoda combine
talents on “Session,” an instrumental
track infused with trippy effects, an
intense scratching solo, and headphone
panning accents.
Although Meteora has its strong
points, the contrived feel and stultifying

A good formula
gone bad:
Linkin Park
(above) offer
more of the
same on the
unadventurous
Meteora (right).
song structure weaken the album.
However, Linkin Park has little to worry
about. The old formula has been good
to them in the past, and there’s no doubt
in my mind that millions of prepubescent boys across the US will want
this album in their Easter baskets.
GRADE: C+
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Taste of the Town
with Megan Gaffney ’03
A&E Staff
Olives
108 North Main St.
401-751-1200
If you’re reluctant to try (or perhaps
re-try) a night at Olives, it’s probably
because of the fairly high cover charge
and expensive martinis when the
restaurant is in bar mode. You might also
be hesitant about the weird crowd that
goes drinking there: a few too many
“hip” thirty-somethings trying to pick up
college girls while they’re grooving to
some cover band detract from the fun
concept of a martini bar. Think about
dinner this time, and forget about your
bar-centered prejudices. A meal at
Olives is much more quiet than the
nightclub scene, and the experience
offers delicious accompaniments to the
martinis.

Atmosphere: It’s evident that Olives
serves two purposes: band equipment
across the room, unfinished walls above
the bar, and poles suggestive of a
warehouse all bring out the casual side
of Olives. The more classy dining room
seems like a different restaurant, and
huge windows looking onto North Main
Street create a nice view. If the candles
on your table go out, things get a little
dim, and the music selection’s movement
from Classical to Sarah MacLachlan is
a bit strange. Even with those small
drawbacks. Olives creates an interesting
environment both for eating and for
spotting more eclectic decor on the bar
side of the room.

Selection: When it comes to their
specialty martinis, Olives has a huge
menu that requires careful scrutiny. With
choices ranging from classic liquors to
the Chocolate-Covered Strawberry
martinis, anyone eager to try some
variation of a martini should be able to
find something appealing on the menu.
The food menu is less extensive, since
appetizers, salads, sandwiches, pastas,
and entrees combined take up the same
amount of space as the martini list.
Within the menu, there is some variety
so that burgers, pasta, seafood, pizzas,
chicken, and steak all are options in some
form. Olives has a good appetizer menu
ranging from grilled bruschetta to
calamari to roasted garlic and goat
cheese; going for martinis and a small
amount of food is definitely possible.
Quality: Olives succeeds at making
equally good martinis and entrees. The
Jamaican martini, a combination of rum,
pineapple juice, and orange juice, is a
good way to take the weakling’s way out
of martini consumption. If not, the Jewel
martini is a dry vodka and vermouth
martini enhanced with bleu cheesestuffed olives. These olives create a
good balance with the alcohol, and chefs
also use them as garnish to the
complimentary bread that comes with
entrees. Meals at Olives are also
delicious, though at times the foods’
temperatures
aren’t
properly
coordinated. The Pan Seared Pork Chop
is tender, and its tomato-based glaze goes
well with the onions on top. The three

pieces of pork come with hash browns,
which don’t seem to fit the dish or arrive
only lukewarm. Even so, the generous
portion of meat and delicious, tangy
sauce make up for the potatoes’
downfalls. The Pan Blackened Chicken
has a similar problem. When the
accompanying mashed potatoes are
beneath the julienned vegetables and
huge chicken breast, they are warm;
anywhere else on the plate, they seem
neglected and only slightly warmed.
Spicy Cajun-style chicken is still the
highlight of the dish, and the orange
butter that arrives with the meal sweetens
and enhances the tender poultry.
Service: Olives’ hosts and servers seem
friendly, and they explain things on the
list of specials even if they don’t require
it. It’s probably better to do that ahead
of time than deal with cranky customers
down the line who don’t understand what
they ordered.

Affordability: Martini prices at Olives
don’t change if you’re there eating food,
so they’re a little expensive. Martinis
with juice and random additives are
$6.75, while glasses with straight liquor
are $9. The amount you get for the price
is fair, since one martini arrives with a
small glass container holding a refill.
Food prices are average, as chicken
entrees are around $12 and more
expensive dishes like sirloin or lobster
fettuccine are $20. If you want a cheaper
way to go, individual pizzas are $9 and
appetizers range from $5-$ 10.

KELLY MACK ’04/The Cowl

Overall: Food at Olives is much better
than you might expect of a trendy martini
bar. With only a few strange choices
(like mashed potatoes and vegetables
piled beneath a chicken breast) to raise
questions about the food, Olives is a
good place to order quality meals from
a simple menu. The atmosphere is
somewhat eclectic, which is a cool
conversation piece unless you’re
complaining about your seating at the
wobbly table. Even so, none of Olives’
quirks are enough to detract significantly
from the good meals and martinis.
GRADE: A-
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The Trip: pocket with a zipper
by Aislinn Martin ’05
Portfolio Staff

She was sitting in the back of the
rowboat and with a shove, he pushed it
off the land and jumped in. He dug the
oar into the ground
SHORT
and it sank into the
STORY
muddy
earth
Eventually the boat rocked out of the
shallow water. In the distance the
moonlight spread itself on the black lake.
He headed toward the patch of light that
moved like scissor blades flashing and
cutting on the surface. It was the only
far away thing that he could make out in
the darkness.
“Jake, it’s that way,” she said, re
directing him. The white light caught
the side of her cheek and forehead so that
her face looked more round in the
moonlight. "When 1 was young we had
a canoe and we used to come out here
all the time. We would bring our lunches
and eat out on the island.” She turned
her head away from him and looked out
at something he couldn’t see.
In Jake’s opinion, the island she spoke
of was hardly an island at all. It was
more like a mound of dirt with a few pine
trees growing out of it. “I hope you never
came out at night,” he said. He cut the
oars through the water.
"Once I did. Emily and I brought our
sleeping bags out here. We both told our
parents that we were sleeping over at one
another’s house. They found out, of
course, and figured we were here. Her
dad came out in a canoe and brought us
back. God, I remember we had been
planning to do that for weeks!” She
laughed for a moment.
Jake moved his body backward as he
pulled the oars toward his chest. Then
he’d thrust his arms forward again and
every time he did, he felt a slight pain in

AISLINN MARTIN ‘05/The Cowl

his shoulder. He kept a constant rhythm.
Her face moved like buoy in the ocean
before him. He was always catering to
her whims, he thought. She could be
like a child sometimes. “You should
have thought more about what you were
doing. The train tracks are right on the
other side of this lake and people ride
out on the cargo trains and camp in the
back woods over there. I’ve seen the
fires. Hobos, you know? Well, that’s
just it. You never know. You can never
be too careful.”
She laughed again and brought her
face up close to his. “What are you
scared of, Jake?” Her lips grazed the
side of his face and he felt her warm

breath. He smiled. He thought how
beautiful she looked as she wrapped her
arms around him. He let the oars slide
into the boat and they landed with a thud.
“C’mon, it’ll be fun,” she kissed the side
of his face. He felt the cool gold band of
her engagement ring pressing into the
back of his neck.
“Wait, you’ve got to take that off! I
don’t want it to fall into the water and
get lost.” He took her hand in his and
gently tugged at the ring.
“I can’t take it off!”
“My pocket has a zipper. It will be
safe. I don’t want anything to happen to
it.”
“Fine,” she twisted the ring off her

Four friends: Initials in the bathroom door
by

Jennifer Skala ’05
Portfolio Editor

The fast food restaurant near Scott’s
house had always been their favorite
hangout. It was open almost all night
and by senior year,
they knew the
entire staff by
name. After a night of partying or just
hanging out, they always seemed to end
up in the corner booth with an order of
Buffalo wings and curly fries. The place
was pretty crummy—-just another latenight greasy spoon, but the guys had
made it their own. The group of initials
carved into the door of the second
bathroom stall proved their ownership.
They found themselves back at the
restaurant, not in the wee hours of a
Sunday morning after a party that had
been broken up, but on a Tuesday
afternoon when they were all home for
the summer. A young waitress with
mousy brown hair walked over to the
corner booth and asked for their order.
“Why hello...Sally,” said Scott, as he
read her nametag. “We’ll have four
Cokes, curly fries and Buffalo wings.
And please send our regards in advance
to Chef Tony.”
“He doesn’t work here any more—
jumped ship when he got the chance,”

KRISTIN ELLIS '05/The Cowl

replied the waitress. She walked toward
the kitchen, leaving the group wondering
who had taken Tony’s place.
“Don’t matter— wings will be as
good as usual,” commented Dave, as the
others nodded in agreement but
wondered whether it would be true or
not.
“Remember senior year when we
went back there to bust on Tony?” asked
Rob.
“Yeah, yeah! And we yelled back into
the kitchen that we were the health
department here for a surprise
inspection!” laughed Lou.
“The look on his face when we finally
got back there—I thought he was going
to have a heart attack on us!” Dave
barely got the words out through his fit
of laughter. “I wonder what he’s up to

now,” he added somberly after a few
minutes.
Scott poured ketchup all over the fries
as soon as they were placed in front of
him, just like he always did. Lou and
Rob dug into the Buffalo wings. But
Dave quietly sipped his soda.
“What’s up Dave? Why aren’t you
eating?” asked Rob in between bites.
“Don’t really feel like it,” Dave
quipped.
“David Kearns doesn’t feel like
eating? We should alert the media!”
cracked Lou.
“Well, I don’t eat meat anymore,
actually,” said Dave to a group of
astonished faces. “Emma’s a vegetarian
so she kind of got me into it. Haven’t
had meat in about three months.”
“Go figure,” mumbled Scott.
Silence hung over the group as they
finished up the appetizers. There weren’t
too many people in the restaurant, just a
few older couples who were much
different than the animated crowd the
guys were used to seeing. Back in high
school, the place would be abuzz with
laughter and chatter as kids filtered in
from various parties. But the four of
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finger and handed it to him carefully.
He let it slip into his breast pocket and
then quickly zipped it up.
“We’re almost there,” she said as he
picked up the oars again. When they
got near the island Jake stopped rowing
and let the boat glide in on its own
momentum. The black water sloshed
against the side of the boat as they hit
the ground. Jake stood up to dig the
oar into the ground again. The boat
rocked for a moment; he waited until
he regained his balance and then pushed
the boat toward the shore.
She got out before him and reached
out her hand. The island seemed bigger
than what he had remembered and the
darkness was much deeper because of
the trees. She led him in toward the
middle of the island where he could not
see at all. An open space was carved
out in the middle and surrounded with
great pines.
He could barely make out the first
ring of trees around the center space,
and he had a feeling that they stretched
on for quite a ways. He felt her warm,
soft hand in his, but for a moment he
was startled with the thought of the
hoboes sitting out by the side of the train
tracks. The smoke rising up from their
fires making their faces look gray and
hideous. But she pressed her forehead
up to the side of his face and took his
arms to wrap around her. He was here
with her. With her he thought over again
in his head as they kissed.
“I know a nice place. Years ago we
had a fort here, built out of logs and
some twine. I want to see if it’s still
here,” she said.
“I can already tell you it’s not,” he
replied. But she was gone. She had
moved away from him like a specter,
her white face receding quickly until he
could see nothing. He could feel the
darkness more heavily now. He waited
for a minute, listening to the silence.
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Tales from
the South
by

Jessica Bonvino ’04
Portfolio Staff

Need a contractor? Are you looking
to build a house in the near future? Do
you need some help? Today is your
lucky day because
ESSAY right here on the
Providence College
campus there are nearly 100 people with
building experience. From dry wall and
siding to roofing, all of us put together
can build one mean house. Those of us
who did Habitat for Humanity spent our
spring break nailing in walls and hoisting
up ceilings. Though the work was hard,
it was rewarding and everyone who did
Habitat came away from the trip with
awesome memories, a full stomach,
great experiences, and even some nasty
looking battle wounds.

1-95: the never-ending highway
“How long is this drive?” “It’s cold
back here.” “The music is too loud!”
“Turn up this song.” “Can you raise the
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Habitat: Hammers and slaw dogs

in the habit

continued from page 22

continued from page 22

heat?” “How much longer?” “Six more
hours?” “Can we go to the bathroom?”
“Five more hours?” “I need to get out
of this van!”

them would always take center stage
and provide the entertainment for
everyone else. Today, they sat and
talked quietly, just like everyone else.
“Hey, when was this last time we
were all together like this?” asked Lou.
“I mean, we’re all off doing our own
things and it seems like it's been forever
since we were all together...” Lou’s
voice trailed off as he remembered the
last time they were together. It had been
that winter when they all had come
home for the funeral. Scott had called
each of them up and told them his uncle
had passed away. Rob had been at
school in California but took a red-eye
flight so he could make the services.
Dave had remembered when they
were all together last too, and he quickly
changed the subject. “We should take
a ride in the Jeep tonight and see who’s
around.”

Do these expressions bring back
memories from family vacations? Did
you have the luxury of driving cross
country piled in a van with your siblings
and parents, or were you spared from
those traumatic life experiences and took
an airplane? Well, there are no airplanes
or trains on Habitat. Instead, there is
only a 15-passenger van and a tank that
can hold fifty dollars worth of gas. You
might think that driving a 15-passenger
van is terrifying, especially if your car
is small and compact. But if you want
to feel like the king of the road, drive
one of those suckers for a week. Then,
hop back in your undersized car and feel
how insignificant you actually are on the
road. If you aren’t driving, chances are
you’ll be asleep in the back, squeezed
next to people you now know really well
after spending 15 hours in a van with
them.

Building a House
Are you accident-prone? Do you fall
a lot or at least trip over yourself more
than three times a day? Well, I do and it
is a pretty miserable handicap. But that
did not stop me from climbing up a few
ladders and holding sheetrock to the
ceiling. If that wasn’t enough to justify
a call to the ambulance, throw a screw
gun in the picture and let me screw the
ceiling into the wood. I know people
who would have paid money to see me
in action during spring break!
Fortunately, no ambulance had to be
called and I made it out nearly
unscathed, with the exception of a
bruise, which covered half my thigh, due
to the six pieces of sheetrock that fell
on me. After a week of dry walling an
entire house, I can guarantee none of us
will ever look at walls the same way
again. Also, our upper body strength can
challenge any physical trainer.
Chili Slaw Dogs?
Southern Hospitality is not a joke.
The North Carolinians are serious when
it comes to eating and there are some
mean eaters down there. No one goes
hungry, even if the food is sometimes
suspicious — like home cooked meat
chili. Lunch was provided every day,
which usually was fat-filled fast food,
but it tasted mighty good after spending
three hours pounding nails into walls.
All the fast food chains you’ve heard of
but never seen exist in the South, such
as Arby’s, Bojangles, Bob Evans, and

Guys: Back
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Sounds of forks scraping plates
and ice clinking in glasses filled
the restaurant and the holes in
their conversation.
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Can you say dry wall? (left to right) Courtney Howard ‘05, Kelly O’Neill
‘06, Shannon Clarkin ‘06, and Tessa Chamberlain ‘05 work hard in North
Carolina, with the help of Habitat leader Mike.

Hardees. Yet, there wasn’t a Krispy
Kreme in sight.
Aside from the fast food
consumption, chili slaw dogs were also
provided, along with loaded baked
potatoes, North Carolina barbeque, and
the mighty sub (or grinder or hoagie or
hero—take your pick). These people did
not believe in the standard ham and
cheese sandwich or a PB & J. As for
drinks, there is a product called
Cheerwine (equivalent to Cherry Coke)
that is only produced in North Carolina
and only consumed by the Carolinians.
As we were told, you are hunted down
and taxed if it crosses the state borders.
Yet, we made it back safely and no one
will ever suspect Bedford Hall as its
possessor.
After the hammer was put away...
We were not always covered in
asbestos. After our daily shower at the
YMCA, we were able to have a little
nighttime fun. We managed to get in a

Your presence is requested at the....

8th Annual
Student Recognition Award
Reception
When: Thursday, April 24th at
4:00 pm
Where: McPhail’s
Please help us recgonize our
outstanding leaders!

trip to the biggest mall in North Carolina,
which puts Providence Place to shame
in terms of immensity and store
selection. There is also a two-dollar
movie theater in town, with a cartoon
before the actual movie. Who can resist
an antiquated theater with prices that fit
the college budget? During our night
time explorations, we discovered our
resident town was the home of Dale
Earnhardt. As if it weren’t enough that
everything around were NASCAR
oriented, one of the main strips in town
was named Dale Earnhardt Memorial
Boulevard.
But anyway, this quick summary of
Habitat experiences cannot nearly do the
entire trip justice. Nor can it possibly
relate how amazing the trip past the
Mason Dixie line was. So if it sounded
interesting, maybe next year you should
sign up for Habitat and see it all for
yourself. Or you could always rent a 15passenger van, grab some friends, and
take your own personal road trip down

Scott and Rob eagerly nodded in
agreement, but Lou shook his head. “I
kept meaning to tell you guys but 1
forgot. I had to get rid of the Jeep,” Lou
said. “I needed the money after the shop
went under. I had to buy a cheaper car...
But I do have a pretty fine Mazda if
anyone wants to ride in that.” Lou tried
to laugh it off, but the look in his eyes
showed how difficult it had been to find
work again during the past few months.
Scott pushed the last remaining fry
around the plate, swirling the ketchup in
various patterns and designs. Dave
chewed on the end of his straw and
looked out the window, focusing on an
old lady pushing a shopping cart across
the street. Rob got up to go to the
bathroom, leaving Lou recalling the past
few months with a furrowed brow.
Sounds of forks scraping plates and
ice clinking in glasses filled the
restaurant and the holes in their
conversation. Each man sat thinking
about when they were boys and how long
ago that seemed. Lou coughed a few
times and Scott mentioned how he
should probably get going soon. The
three of them started to get up as Rob
came back from the bathroom. “Well,
they’ve re-painted the bathroom,”
announced Rob. “But our initials are still
there in the door.”

Three $2500 Student Fellowships
Offered at Commission Disabilities
The Rhode Island Governor’s Commission on Disabilities will be
awarding three summer fellowships of $2,500 to students enrolled
in a Rhode Island college or university. The fellows will receive
academic credit and stipend for 240 hours of valuable experience
in disability rights, access, and advocacy. The Commission
encourages the application of students of color, students with
disabilities, and other minority groups. A brief application must
be filed by June 6, 2003 for the consideration for the summer of
2003.

For more information and an application, please contact:
Andrea Castaneda
acastaneda@gcd.state.ri.us
(401) 462-0584 phone, (401) 462-0101 tty
RI Governor’s Commission on Disabilities
41 Cherry Dale Ct
Cranston, RI 02920

Portfolio
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Island: Hobos on the Hill
continued from page 22

“Elizabeth?” There was no answer.
He moved toward where he had thought
she had gone. He called her name again
and there was no response. He moved
in another direction and then another. He
walked with his arms outstretched trying
to make his way through the thick
darkness. Sharp branches stung his face
and the needles of a pine scraped against
the back of his neck. “Elizabeth?” he
called out again more frantically. He was
moving blindly, and more quickly. He
began to run. He ran straight ahead. He
thought about how he should have
reached the end of the island by now. If
only I can find the canoe, then 1 can
leave.
He instantly felt sick for having
thought about leaving without Elizabeth.
The hobos came back to him then—in a
flash. At age eight or so he had stumbled
across them. He had been playing with
his older brother and had wandered off.
He remembered sliding out of the woods,
getting his tennis shoes all dusty as he
tumbled down an incline of dirt and
rocks, and he hadn’t noticed them sitting
there until he had looked up. One of
them smiled, his teeth black and rotten.
He was holding a dead bird in his hands.
Its neck was broken and it hung limp
while he sliced away at it with a knife
that gleamed. He had taken off down
the dusty road. As he ran, one of them
had shouted. "You're going to leave me

here?” He could hear the strange voice
now. It was coming from all around
him. If he could only make it to the
rowboat he’d be alright. His foot caught
on a root and he pitched forward landing
on his stomach. He felt his wrist crunch
under the weight of his body as he
landed. Something in his pocket
grinded into his chest. He groaned.
From the ground he could see the
rowboat and a figure standing nearby.
Elizabeth ran up to him.
“Where were you?” she asked.
“Dammit Liz, I was looking for
you.” She laughed but he couldn’t find
the humor. He remembered having the
thought of leaving without her. Would
he have done it? He shuddered as he
sat up. She brushed the dirt off the front
of his jacket.
“Are you okay, Jake?” He could see
her white teeth in the light as she smiled.
“I think I broke my wrist.” He was
still shaking. “Maybe not,” he
reconsidered when he realized it wasn’t
hurting at all.
“You must have tripped on a root.
Let’s go home, clutz,” she muttered
endearingly, pulling him toward her.
“Hey wait, I don’t think I can trust you
with this anymore.” She unzipped his
pocket, reached in and took the ring out.
His heart began to race even faster. She
slipped it on to her finger. “C’mon, I’ll
row us back.”
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Selections from...

Sundays in Stratford
by Joan Barker ’04
Assoc. Editor in Chief .

Tarzan in black &white:
Through basement mothballs floats an absent thought
As cool cement curves a barefoot stumble
It’s been three weeks and four days of
Dial tones and busy signals.
Pictures placed on a diagonal,
Like the portraits over a pine-wood hearth,
Seen in the echoes of frosted glass windows.

Acorn caresses:
Pale red stones of the walkway,
Hidden in the mushroom patty which crawls steadily away
From the rough hedges, scolding to touch, which sit fair
With an old man’s stubborn disposition,
Where every blade of grass has been examined —
Every plump thorn of the rose bush fumbled over by delicate
children’s fingers.
Backyard stumbles upon dead mice
And bird feathers of cat’s play.
Footsteps pained by the sternest of moist twigs
And the driest of dirts.
Hard candy:
Spiders crawling white cement to red rafters and paper plant ivy
Sprawling the weathered terrain of a ghost man’s drive.
Always the East clouds over dandelion pot-holes,
In the glare reflected off of brass knick-knacks and a Chinesechecker board.
A family of owls rests upon the doily tablecloth that hangs into
shadows, ripe for glow-in-the dark rosary beads and crochet
needles, brushed with the scent of a Molly McButter shaker
guarding the peach plastic cushions of the dinner booth.

Candy metal cabinets and Neapolitan ice cream in beige mugs
trimmed with toffee rings.
Judy, the paper doll, pushing Robin Leach to a blurred
background from a second place
shuffle box and lose 16 years.

First Annual John D. Langley Memorial
Basketball Tournament

Sunday April 27, 2003, 1:00pm (BBQ to follow)

Peterson Gym
$ 15 donation per team
teams of 3-5 people
(there will be a male and female division)
3 on 3 games
FREE T-SHIRTS, FOOD & PRIZES!

All donations go directly to the John D. Langley Memorial
Fund, a lifetime fund to support charities and community
service efforts in which John participated. All students, faculty,
and friends are invited!

Email jnamey05@providence.edu to sign up, with the
names of all players on your team. SIGN UP NOW!
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Poetry Corner
March 24, 2003
by

As I Reflect
by

Mad Libs part 2:
the reply

Sara Schepis ’04
Portfolio Staff

Who can write the end-of-March day?
Its ambling-air breezes.
The all-sun and clean shadow brilliance?
The sod lifting bulbheads and perking snowdrops
The lost frost grip that drifts up scent of soil
The live light, pale bud, pioneering green sprout —
We walk through so many poem-days.
Many linger outside in the important hour
When we remember what it is to be warm —
Remember and do not forget.

Christopher Parcels '04
Portfolio Staff

What do you say to a man
Who carries his baggage under his eyes,
Who looks so alone and sounds so adrift,
Whose chest has been heaved by a thousand sad sighs?
How do you comfort a man
Who is just beyond arm’s length,
Who is in need of a shoulder to cry on,
And a friend who will give him some strength?
How do you make a man see
When he stubbornly claims to be blind,
When he scoffs at the things still before him,
And mourns for the things left behind?

As I reflect on this man in the mirror,
A man who yearns to be free,
I try to discover who 1 really am.
And who it is I want to be.
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by

Katie McBrine ’04
Portfolio Staff

To: Suavesteven666@pinchme.com
From: Gretchengurl23@moo.com
Subject; I forgive you...
...for the ridiculous mullet-red truck you insist on carting me around in. I for
give you for the eight-by-ten glossy I found under your bed. I also forgive you
for lying about where you were going last weekend. I don’t, however, forgive
you for forgetting to (verb) last night. I was waiting at (Providence College /
Sodhexo dining establishment of choice) for hours! I saw four entire episodes
of (CTN original series). (Any member of friendly cafeteria personnel) even
came over to my table to tell me they were closing for the night!
What in the world are you doing hanging out with (guv/ girl of ill repute)
anyways! How can you stand it? He/she likes to tear down (any club/ org that
you belong to) posters from the kiosks. Plus he/she smells like (Italian cheese
of choice).

You are just so inconsiderate! Sometimes I would rather be dating (any member
of B2K). He would probably be more mature than you! Well (four-letter pro
fanity) you! I won’t put up with it anymore. I’m gonna go paint my nails and
watch (any Freddie Prinze Jr. flick) with my girls. Don’t IM me, don't call from
the callbox to be let into my building, and don’t e-mail me again! If you see me
laying on the quad tanning, don’t come near me or I will (something really,
really creatively painful involving bamboo shoots and a bikini waxing kit) you!

I hate you with the fire of a thousand suns,

Gretchen
P.S. I never liked that mint green cable knit cardigan from Talbots! I look like a
middle-aged leprechaun in it! I’m gonna donate it to (area homeless shelter).

I don’t want any more headaches,
And I’ve sure had my fill of sorrow;
It’s time to take life by the horns
To ensure a brighter tomorrow.

To those who have tried hard to reach me,
To teach me just what I can be:
I thank you for being the roots
Of my rigid and too wind-blown tree.
Life, I have found, is not easy.
It doesn’t turn out as you’d hope—
But it always gets better the second
That you teach yourself how to cope.
So don’t sit and stare at the mirror,
Confused by the image perceived—
Go find w'hat you need to be happy
And, above all, just believe.

Providence College
School of Continuing Education

Need to build credit?

Stick Around
And Study
Summer School
When: Session 1

May 27-June 12
Session 2
June 23-July 31
Time: 6-9 PM

*

For further information call
(401) 865-2487
or email
ssilva@provi dence.edu
check out our website:
www.providence.edu/sce
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“What do you wish they really told you on
the Admissions Tours?”

“Louie and Brad will be your two best friends.”
Katie Mulhern ’05 Lex Johnson ’05
Jen O’Keeffe ’05 Amy Gilfoyle ’05

“Ray’s seafood gumbo isn’t all it’s
cracked up to be.”
Beth Lombard ’05

“Dunkin’ Donuts will be
sponsoring your graduation.”
Colleen Meskell ’03

“Fennell is still a mental hospital.”
Pat Dwyer ’05
Gianni DelSignore ’05

“The most diverse people you’ll meet work at Golden Crust.”
Steph Hampolan ’04 Tim Zajac ’04
Kelly Goggins ’04
Maria Luzzo ’04

“Male/female interactions end at midnight.”
Kara Callahan ’06 Danielle Cuehoud ’06

Zack and Kelly
“Your freshmen year dorm room will looking
nothing like ours did when we went to college.”
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The PC Scoreboard
Scores • Standings • Statistics • Schedules • Standouts

Standouts

Jon Meehan

Andrew McMinn

Men’s Lacrosse
Senior — Peabody, Mass.
Meehan scored four goals in leading the Friars to a 2-1
overall record last week. He scored two goals in PC’s
5-4 loss to Hartford on April 2, and registered two
more, including the game-winner with eight seconds
to play in Providence’s 6-5 victory over VMI.

Men’s Lacrosse
Sophomore — Pittsburgh, Pa.
McMinn faced 83 shots in three games, registering 34
saves and allowing just 14 goals. He finished last
week with a 4.64 goals against average and a .708
save percentage, earning Metro Atlantic Athletic
Conference Goaltender of the Week honors.

Scores

Schedules

Thursday 4/3
Women s lennis at Connecticut

L3-0

Friday 4/4
Women’s Track at UConn Invitational

Cancelled

Saturday 4/5
Lacrosse at VMI
Men’s Track at UConn Invitational
Softball vs. Notre Dame
Tennis vs. Fordham
Sunday 4/5
Softball vs. Syracuse

Thursday 4/10
Softball vs. Rhode Island
Lacrosse at Holy Cross

3 p.m.
3 p.m.

Friday 4/11
Tennis at Rutgers

2 p.m.

W6-5
Cancelled
Postponed
Postponed

Saturday 4/12
Softball vs. Rutgers
Noon
Men’s and Women’s Track at Brown Invitational
Tennis at Fairfield
Noon
Lacrosse at Marist
7 p.m.

Tennis vs. New Hampshire

L 10-2
L 10-6
L5-2

Sunday 4/13
Softball vs. Villanova
Tennis at Villanova

Noon
Noon

Tuesday 4/8
Softball vs. Holy Cross

Postponed

Monday 4/14
Lacrosse vs. Mount St. Mary’s

3 p.m.

Wednesday 4/9
Lacrosse at Holy Cross

Postponed

Tuesday 4/15
Softball vs. Notre Dame

2 p.m.

Standings
Men’s Lacrosse Statistics
PLAYER
Meehan, Jon
Kornobis, Kevin
Hollister, John
Giuntini, Dan
Krasnica, David
Bosco, Frank
Dunphy, Skip

GP
8
8
8
4
8
8
2

G
9
6
5
5
4
1
1

A
5
6
5
4
5
4
3

Softball Statistics
Pts
14
12
10
9
9
5
4

PLAYER
Romero, Elena
Karsnia, Jackie
Willette, Michelle
Bartholomew, Nicole
Petersen, Melissa
Morin, Sarah
Treveloni, Jaclyn

At Bat Avg.
57
.386
.364
55
.259
54
.227
22
53
.226
43
.209
53
.208

Hits
22
20
14
5
12
9
11

HR
1
0
0
0
0
0
2

RBI
12
6
5
2
7
5
10
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Friars 2-6 in spring season
continued from back page

Cheri Lapane, who has been playing in
the No. 1 singles spot this season.
"We’re really a whole new team this
year, and we are always working
mechanics and strokes, but you can’t
work on experience. We have to play
matches and learn from them.”
Providence’s most recent learning
experience came at the hands of the
University of New Hampshire on
Sunday, with the hosting Friars falling
5- 2.
Lapane was defeated by Lindsey
Johnson, 6-3, 6-2, while freshman Sara
Biletti was defeated by Hallie Erickson,
6- 4, 6-4 in No. 2 singles action.
Sophomore Molly Gilbride, playing
in the No. 3 singles spot, earned one of
the Friars’ two victories in the match,
defeating Lensey Dixon. 6-4, 6-1.
Classmate Lindsey Christensen, playing
No. 4 for the Friars, fell to Jenny Witter
6-3. 6-7. 7-6.
Sophomore Nicole Rodger won
Providence’s second point with a victory
over UNH’s Debbie King, 7-6, 6-4. In
the final singles spot, junior Trisha
Pollock fell to Jess Pasay, 6-2, 6-0.
While the Friars were swept by the
Wildcats in doubles action, and
ultimately walked away from the match
with a loss. Providence’s effort was a
testament to how far it has come this
season
" It was a good match,” said Lapane.
"They’re a strong team. They beat us
easily in the fall, but this time, when we
played them, the matches were really
close. We played really hard and we
never gave up.”
“We may have lost 5-2, but when we

played them in the fall, we lost 7-0,” said
LaBranche. “Our point of view is that
we’re making strides, getting better, and
getting more experience.”
The loss is the second of the week
for the Friars, who traveled to Storrs,
Conn, to take on UConn. Providence
was swept in all singles matches,
ultimatey falling 6-0, to the 9-5 Huskies.
Lapane was defeated 6-3, 6-1 in the
No. 1 spot, while Bitetti fell 6-2, 6-0 to
Trinell Russell and Whitney Simcik
respectively. Gilbride was defeated in
the No. 3 spot, dropping a 6-1, 6-0
decision to Barbara Schumsky, while
Christensen lost a 6-2,6-0 match to Jen
LoRusso. In the No. 5 spot April Dixon
defeated Rodger, and Pollock fell 6-0
6-0 to Colleen Connors.
As with the softball and lacrosse
teams, Mother Nature took her negative
effect upon the tennis schedule this
week. The Friars were scheduled to take
on Fordham on Saturday, but the game
was cancelled due to inclement weather.
Additionally, a chance of snow was
responsible for the postponement of the
makeup, which was set for Monday.
Thirdly, PC was set to face Bryant
College on Wednesday, but the game was
also postponed due to inclement weather.
The Friars are now pitted to take on
either Fordham or Bryant on Thursday.
While the un-funded, non-scholar
ship Friars may be struggling so far this
spring, they remain optimistic about their
ability to improve and gain experience.
“The girls understand their limita
tions,” said LaBranche. “They’re try
ing to improve and get better, and it’s a
balance of matches we’re not competi
tive in and seeing that better player.

PC Sports Information

Above: Sophmore Molly
Gilbride defeated her opponent
to earn one of Providence’s two
points in the Friars’ 5-2 loss to
UNH.

Left: Freshman Cheri Lapane
has been playing in the No. 1 singles
spot for the Friars this season.
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Lax: Undefeated in MAAC
continued from back page
earning Goaltender of the Week honors.
In three games last week, he faced a total
of 83 shots, registering 34 saves, and
allowing just 14 goals. Most recently,
in PC’s 6-5 triumph over Virginia
Military Institute, he finished with 14
saves. He has put forth a solid effort the
entire season thus far, currently leading
the MAAC in both save percentage
(.671) and goals against average (6.92).
Additionally, according to the latest
NCAA statistics, McMinn ranks among
the top-five Division 1 goaltenders in
both goals against average and save
percentage.

"-----------------------Our defense so far has been the
core of our team, and they will
continue to be.
Andrew McMinn
TOM MAGUIRE/PC Sports Information

---------------------------------- "
While the team’s overall 3-5 record
may not be incredibly impressive, the
fact is that all of Providence’s three wins
thus far have come against Conference
teams. Those victories have put the
Friars in first place in the MAAC with
every other team looking up.
What’s the reason for the team’s
conference success? If you guessed
defense, you’d be correct. The Friar’s
defensive unit has been consistently
strong the entire season, and in the team’s
most recent game, there was no
difference.
“Our defense so far has been the core
of our team, and they will continue to
be,” said McMinn. “I mean, the majority
of the leaders are on defense and they
help everyone out; the defense has just
been doing a great job.”

Sophomore Andrew McMinn earned MAAC Goaltender of the Week
accolades this week, registering 14 saves in PC’s 6-5 victory over VMI.
The Friars went into the game at VMI
looking to rebound from a heart breaking
5-4 upset loss to Hartford suffered last
Wednesday. Providence started off on
the right foot, jumping out to an early 21 lead, with freshman Tom Kelly scoring
the first goal of the game off an assist
from junior Roland Ostapoff. After a
VMI goal, junior Ryan Russell’s
unassisted goal gave PC a one-goal
advantage at the end of the first quarter.
Providence was shut out in the second
period, while letting up a goal to the
Keydets with 10 minutes to play in the
half—a setback for PC causing both
teams to go into halftime tied with two
goals apiece.
The Friars came out with intensity in
the second half, with Russell scoring his
second unassisted goal of the game to

give PC a 3-2 lead. VMI tied the score
on goal minutes later, but Jon Meehan
tallied his first goal of the day on an assist
from junior Kevin Kornobis, and after
three quarters the Friars were up by one.
The momentum that the Friars had
after three quarters, soon shifted,
however, and took the side of the
Keydets. VMI scored two unanswered
goals to begin the fourth quarter—taking
the lead for the first time all day with
6:54 remaining on the clock.
Providence, behind its defense, soon
gained back its thunder, with McMinn
fending off shot after shot, giving the
Friars’ offense a chance to score. PC tied
the game with a goal by sophomore
midfielder Richard Knightly.
With the score tied and the clock
winding down, late-game heroics by

Meehan saved the day for the Friars.
With 0:08 remaining, Meehan took a
pass from senior David Krasnica, and
sent a shot past VMI goaltender Brian
Ward, scoring his second goal of the day
and giving the Friars the victory
“It was our defense that kept us in
it,” said McMinn. “But it was our
offense that won it for us it the end, they
really did a great job. The team as a
whole though, showed great will and
determination and that is really what did
it for us.”
With the win, the Friars received little
respect in the polls, holding the ninth
spot in the most recent poll of the New
England Intercollegiate Lacrosse
Association (NEILA) for the third
straight week. More importantly,
however, the Friars remain in first place
in the MAAC, a good spot to be in with
quite possibly their two most important
games coming up. Providence is
scheduled to host Mount St. Mary’s on
April 14, the team picked in the
preseason to take the MAAC regular
season crown. Two days later, PC has
another tough test in front of them,
traveling to Stony Brook, Long Island
to take on Manhattan, the conference’s
defending champions on Wednesday
April 16.
While the defense has been
consistently strong in rallying the team
so far this season, the Friars, if they hope
to improve their overall record and
continue their success in the MAAC, will
need their offensive players to step up
and put some more goals on the
scoreboard.
With the surprising accuracy of the
first part of Burdick’s prediction, there
is no reason to believe that the second
part of his statement about his offense
maturing won’t come true either.
However, only time will tell and with
nearly the whole second half of the
season left, the Friars have plenty of it.
While it’s been said that defense may
win championships, a little offense
couldn’t hurt down the line for the Friars.

CLASSIFIEDS
APARTMENTS

3 Bedroom Apartment on Oakland.
New bathroom, good closet space,
appliances and carpeting, front
porch, and parking. Please call for
appointment at 401-952-0966.

Two 3-Bedroom Apartments
Available!!
Located at 16 Eaton Street
Includes parking and laundry
Call Dan at 617-331-7222

One Bedroom Apt. for Rent.
Academy Ave. near LaSalle. Private,
secure. $600 per month includes
utilities. Need security & references.
Call Chris at 331-1871.

Apartments for Rent! Pembroke Ave
near PC 1st, 2nd, 3rd, floors 3 Large
Bedrooms, new kitchen appliances,
stove, refrigerator, dishwasher, new gas
baseboard heat, and gas hot water, new
bathrooms. Secure area with lighted
parking. $1100 per month
Call 274-7763

HELP WANTED

Sports Teams ~ Clubs ~ Student Groups
Earn $l,000-$2,000 this semester with a proven
CampusFundraiser 3 hour fundraising event. Our
programs make fundraising easy with no risks.
Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so get with the
programs! It works. Contact Campusfundraiser.com at
6888") 923-3238. or visit www.camnusfundraiser.com
Want to be seen by over 4,000 people each week?
This space could be yours! Contact The Cowl at 401-8652214 about advertising in the classified section!

SMOKING AND MEMORY STUDY: The Brown
University Center for Alcohol and Addiction Studies is
recruiting individuals to participate in a research study of
cigarette smoking and memory. To participate, individuals
must be between 18-24 years of age and smoke cigarettes
daily. The research project will involve completing
questionnaires and a computerized memory task at the
Center for Alcohol and Addiction Studies.
Reimbursement for participation is $30. If interested,
please contact Dr. Chad Gwaltney at 444-1832.

| www.thecowl.com

HELP WANTED

HORIZON AVIATION:
FLIGHT SCHOOL WEEKEND
OFFICE MANAGER 9-5
Answer phones, process sales,
must be friendly, customer
oriented & have basic computer
skills-MS Office 736-5115
Melissa.
Marketing Agency seeks High
Energy Individuals for Marketing
& Promoting in Rhode Islands
Hottests Night Clubs. Must Have
Own Vehicle: $15.00 Dollars an
Hour. Flexible Hours.
Call 1-888-477-6668.
www.HausPromotions.com

RESUMES FIRST delivers
professionally written, high
impact resumes and cover letters
for your job search. Affordable
student packages.
www.resumesfirst.com
932-1187.
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Frustrated Friars can’t take the field
contined from back page

a better performance in the second game,
Syracuse managed to come out with an
early 5-0 lead by the end of the second
inning. The Friars then changed the
pitching lineup, replacing junior Cori
Van Dusen with Bartholomew.
Bartholomew made a crucial strikeout
in the fifth inning when the
Orangewomen loaded the bases, but
Syracuse scored four runs in the sixth,
two of which came from back-to-back
solo home runs. The Friars scored two
runs in the seventh inning, but it wasn’t
enough to overcome the strong
performance put out by Syracuse.
"Syracuse is a tough team,” said
Karsnia. “We put runs up against them,
but I think we did play a lot better in the
second game.”
"We’re really struggling to come
together, nothing is coming together,”
said freshman Elena Romero, who led
the Friars in hitting against Syracuse with
three RBI’s and four hits.
But PC's larger problem right now is
not so much that the team is having
trouble bringing together all aspects of
its game, but rather the cancellation and
postponing of so many games. The
Friars only have one word to describe
their schedule due to the weather’’frustrating.”
"It's frustrating.” said Fulmer.
"We’ve never had a season quite like
this. We’re looking at a possibility of
having to cancel ten games in one week.”
"We’re really anxious to go out there
and start winning games, but the weather
is really setting us back,” said
Bartholomew.

Seeing as how the Friars had trouble
coming back from a nine-day layoff
spring break, it is likely that the team
will run into more trouble if PC’s games
which are scheduled over the course of
this week are postponed or cancelled as
well. Following the cancellation against
Holy Cross on Tuesday, the Friars were
set to face the Crusaders in a double
header on Wednesday, but the matchup
was postponed because of rain. Barring
unfavorable weather, Providence will go
head to head with the Rams of rival
University Rhode Island on Thursday,
and will host Rutgers on Saturday at
Raymond Field.
However, the team is doing
everything they can to play its games.
Tuesday morning the Friars got up to
shovel the tarp so that they could practice
on the field that afternoon, and hopefully
have the field in playable condition for
their games this week.
Fulmer also brought up the option
of Providence traveling to its opponent’s
field to piay or meeting its competitor at
the University of Rhode Island, so that
perhaps team could get its games in.
“We always have to go the next
game,” said Karsnia. “Holy Cross is our
most important game right now and then
we’ll move on to the team after them.
We’re working on non-conference
games during the week to prepare us for
our Big East [conference] games for this
weekend.”
While the Friars are trying to move
on with their season, Mother Nature is
making it somewhat difficult for the girls
to get into a groove, maintain their
confidence, have fun on the field, and
“get their game back.”

JOHN ENGLISHMEN '03/The Cowl

Above:Freshman firstbaseman Michelle Bowers puts
the ball in play against Syra
cuse on Sunday. The Friars
dropped both games, falling
10-2 and 10-6.

Right: Sophomore Nicole
Bartholomew struck out seven
batters in six innings in PC’s
3-0 loss in the first game of a
doubleheader against Boston
University. The second game
was cancelled because of rain.

Providence Friars
Women’s Basketball
TEAM IS LOOKING FOR A
TEAM MANAGER
You could become an integral part of
Friars Women ’s Basketball!!!

Travel with the team which includes a trip to
sunny California.
Access to all Women’s Basketball Events.
Team travel benefits include meals, lodging, and
per diem.
Looking for team oriented individuals willing to dedi
cate themselves to becoming the best managers in the
Big East Conference. Interest in attaining manage
ment experience desirable. Video recording and edit
ing skills are a huge plus. Commitment is the #1 prior
ity. Take advantage of this opportunity to become a
part of something special.

Call Coach Hall to arrange an interview.
Positions will be open until filled.
Ext. 2528
ahall@providence.edu

Better Ingredients - Better Pizza
FASTER DELIVERY

Welcome Back Friars!
353-7774
Free
2
Only
Cinnapie Large
$5.99!!! Get a
for
Free
Cinnapie $9.98
Large with the 2 Large
Cheese purchase Cheese
Pizza! of any Pizzas
large
Only
pizza at
regular
$9.98

Pizza &
Wings

1 Large
Cheese
Pizza &
our
boneless
chicken
strips for
Only $9.99

price
Use any Ronzios or Domino’s coupon and get our great pizza
We honor most competitor coupons
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SportShorts

All the news we couldn'tfitin. . but did
Crew program begins with
high hopes
This spring, Providence College
will be implementing a new athletic
club-sport program, PC Crew. Student
Congress authorized the program as a
club sport in the Fall of 2002.
The team, which consists of both
males and females and includes both
competitive racers and less-experi
enced members, began practices at the
end of February. Racing boats are
single sex, and currently has 41 onwater rowers and three coxens.
The team has off-water practices
five days a week, workouts which
consist of both running and calisthen
ics. On water training occurs twice a
week and is conducted out of the
Narragansett Boat Club.
This year, two students raced at the
CRASH B national indoor rowing
championships and the team is
confident that many more will be
racing in the event next year. It plans
on racing in both the Fall and Spring.

Three members of athletic
department promoted
On April 4, Providence College
Athletic Director Robert Driscoll
announced the promotions of John
Rock, Meghan Parks, and Arthur
Parks.
Rock, currently in his 15th year in
the Sports Medicine Department at
Providence College, was promoted
from the position of Coordinator of
Sports Medicine to Assistant Athletic
Director for Sports Medicine. A
graduate of Springfield College, he
earned his masters degree at Western
Michigan University and worked at
both Princeton University and
Hampden-Sydney College before
joining the Friars in 1986.
Meghan Parks, after earning her
masters degree from Indiana Univer
sity, has worked for seven years as an
Assistant Athletic Trainer with various
teams at PC, including the women’s
basketball, field hockey, men’s and
women’s cross country, women’s
hockey, lacrosse, and men’s hockey
teams. She was promoted from the
position of Assistant Athletic Trainer to
Associate Head’Athletic Trainer.
Arthur Parks, who since 2000 has

served as the media relations contact
for the men’s basketball team, was
promoted from Director of Athletic
Media Relations to Assistant Athletic
Director for Media Relations.

McMinn earns MAAC
honors
Sophomore Andrew McMinn of the
Providence College Lacrosse team was
named Metro Atlantic Athletic
Conference Goal tender of the Week on
Sunday April 6.
Last week, he led the Friars to a 2-0
league record helping Providence stay
undefeated in the MAAC. In three
games, against Vermont, Hartford, and
VMI receptively, McMinn faced a total
of 83 shots, registering 34 attempts and
allowing just 14 goals. He finished the
week with an overall 4.64 goals
against average, and a save percentage
of .708.
McMinn finished with 12 saves in a
losing effort against Hartford, and 14
saves in PC’s 6-5 victory over VMI.
McMinn currently leads the MAAC
with a .671 save percentage and a 6.92
goals against average. Additionally, he
ranks in the top-five among all NCAA
Division 1 men’s lacrosse players in
save percentage and goals against
average.

Providence College’s Frisbee
Frenzy fights cancer
The annual Providence College
Frisbee Frenzy, held in honor of Jerry
Ritter, will be held April 26 at 1 p.m
on Glay Field. All proceeds from the
tournament go to the Hasbro
Children’s Hospital’s charity called
The Tomorrow Fund., an organization
halping children with cancer and their
families by offering financial and
emotional support.
Entry fees are just $5 per player,
and the tournament will include
competitive Frisbee play, live enter
tainment provided by numerous bands,
Frisbee Frenzy T-shirts, a raffle, and
more. Team sign-ups will begin in
early April, so form your teams of
coed players now. For more informa
tion, please contact Dana Scalisi by
calling (401) 865-3797 or by e-mailing
Frisbeefrenzy@hotmail.com.

HYPER BALL FIELD
Call (401) 467-2815 or e-mail us at
info @ pro videncepaintball .com

Above: One of Schaefers’ works on
display in the Spring Show 2003.

Left: Senior Nolan Schaefer with his
artwork at the opening of his exhibit
in the Hunt-Cavanagh Gallery on
March 30.

Lacrosse ranked Ninth in
NEILA polls
The PC Lacrosse teamheld its rank
as No. 9 in the New England Intercol
legiate Lacrosse Association Division
1 rankings for the third straight week.
The Friars have an overall 3-5
record, and remain the only team in the
MAAC to be undefeated in league
play, with a 3-0 mark.
The University of Massachusetts
tops the poll with an 8-1 record and
has 49 points, while Yale is second
with 45 points. Dartmouth and
Fairfield are tied for third in the
rankings with 38 points apiece.

From the ice to the canvas,
this Friar shines
Nolan Schaefer of the Providence
College Men’s Hockey Team, had his
artwork on display in an exhibit for the
Spring Show at the Hunt-Cavanagh Art
Gallery. The studio art major’s exhibit
opened up on March 30.

Schaefer led the Friars this season,
finishing with a 13-8-2 record. He
earned Hockey East All-Star Honor
able Mention accolades and registered
a .909 save percentage and a 2.96
goals against average for the season.
Additionally, he finished his career at
Providence as the program’s all-time
leader in career saves, with 2,848.

COME TO MCPHAIL’S FOR THE 1ST ANNUAL

Rental Package: Mask and goggles, 200 rounds of paint, Tippmann Model 98
Custom marker and all the CO2 you need, for only $32!
We are available to host your private party, bachelor party,
or corporate teambuilding event.
Walk-ons are always welcome!
Providence Indoor Paintball is located on the Providence/
Cranston line, 3 blocks from teh intersection of Park and
Elmwood.
http://www. providencepaintball.com
Pricing, Directions and Field Photos are on our web site
Wednesday Nights: 4pm to 10pm - College Night ($5.00 off
w/college ID) Bring your own Paint!
Friday Nights: 4pm to 10pm
Saturday: 10am to 10pm
Available for Private Rental Anytime

TO BE HELD ON
THURSDAY APRIL 10TH AT 8PM.
PURCHASE YOUR FAVORITE ATHLETES TO
CLEAN YOUR ROOM, COOK YOU DINNER,
DO YOUR LAUNDRY, ETC.
ALL PROCEEDS GO DIRECTLY TO
MAKE-A-WISH FOUNDATION.

Sports
Slippery when wet
Opportunities,
weather slip
through PC’s
hands
by

Stephanie LaCharite ’06
Sports Staff

If you had to pick one word
to describe this past week for
the Providence College softball
team, frustrating would
probably be a good choice.
After
SOFTBALL dropping four
straight games,
the Friars have been trying to
get back their A-game and raise
their confidence level to where
it was over spring break. They
have not been able to do so,
however, dropping three games,
falling once to Boston
University and twice to
Syracuse. And that’s not all—
PC had five additional games
cancelled this week—all of
which were called due to
inclement weather conditions.
Last Wednesday, Providence
lost the first game of a double
header to Boston University,
falling 3-0. BU got on the
scoreboard in the first inning,
scoring off of a wild pitch, and
the Terriers scored two more
runs in the third inning, to
secure the win.
BU finished with five hits
overall, while Providence only
managed three—two of which
came from sophomore Jackie
Karsnia, who extended her
hitting streak to seven games.
Sophomore pitcher Nicole
Bartholomew struck out seven
batters in six innings for the

Friars.
“[They] did fairly well,” said
Head Coach Dana Fulmer. “We
are not up to our best game yet,
and [BU] is comparable to us,
but they hit and we didn’t.”
The Friars came out strong
against BU in the second game
of the doubleheader, loading the
bases with no outs and the score
tied 1 -1, but the game was then
cancelled because of rain.
“We were in a very good
position when the game was
called,” said Fulmer. “I can’t
say what the future would have
brought, but I think we could
have gone on to win that game.”
After its game against
Boston University, PC was
scheduled to face Notre Dame
on
Saturday,
but
the
doubleheader was postponed.
The
cancellation
gave
Providence a extra day to
prepare for its Big East match
up against Syracuse, but
apparently the extra preparation
did not help much, with the
Friars dropping both games, 102 and 10-6 at Raymond Field.
In the first game Syracuse
scored an early run in the first
inning, and scored another four
runs in the second. PC rallied
in the third inning when
freshman Elena Romero hit a
two-run homer—which would
ultimately be PC’s only runs for
the game. Syracuse scored four
more runs in the fourth inning,
and the Orangewomen went to
the mound in the sixth inning,
striking out all three Providence
batters, ending the game in the
sixth inning due to the eight-run
mercy rule.
Although the Friars managed
SOFTBALL/Page 30

Snow Angels in the outfield

KRISTIN ELLIS 05/The Cowl

The Providence College Softball Team clears the snow off of Raymond field on Tuesday.
Mother Nature had the last
laugh this week in Providence
College Athletics, as inclem
ent weather was responsible
for either the cancellation or
postponement of a total of ten
games, matches, and meets.
The weather forced the
postponement of four home
games for the Softball Team
this week, starting with the
Friars’ doubleheader sched
uled for Saturday against the
University of Notre Dame.
The games were postponed
and rescheduled, wth the Fri
ars set to face the Irish on April
15 at Raymond Field.

Defense steps up for men’s lax
McMinn, veteran
defense responsible
for Friar’s early
season success
by

Lauren DeMauro ’05
Sports Editor

Overall, it’s been a rough
season for the Providence
College Tennis team—and this
week was no different, with the
Friars dropping two games,
first falling 6-0 to
the
University of Connecticut, and
then dropping a 5-2 decision
against New Hampshire on
Sunday
So far this
spring, Head Coach
Carl LaBranche’s
squad has registered
a 2-6 record. This season,
LaBranche, in his 16th year
holding the reigns here at PC,
and his Friars have had to
confront two major hurdles to
their success. This year, the
tennis team is an unfunded one,
with no new scholarship
athletes brought into the
program—something that puts
the Friars at a major
disadvantage in competition.
Additionally, the Frairs have
also been faced with the task of
having to find a way to
overcome the inexperience of
its youth. After losing four

TENNIS
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Senior Jon Meehan scored the game winner with eight
seconds to play to lead PC over VMI.
its veteran defensive players to honored by the MAAC for his
thank in addition to sophomore performance this past week,
goaltender, Andrew McMinn.
McMinn was recently
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Bryant on Thursday.
PC Lacrosse’s away game
against Holy Cross, scheduled
for Wednesday was postponed
until Thursday at 3 p.m.
The Track team was sched
uled to travel to Storrs, Con
necticut to run at the UConn
Invitational on April 4-5. The
Friars were unable to compete,
however, with both the
women’s and men’s portions
of the meet cancelled due to
inclement weather. PC will
have to wait to return to ac
tion until April 12 when it will
compete at the Brown Invita
tional.

Tennis takes a hit
by

Ryan Durkay ’05
Sports Staff

Prior to the start of the
season, Chris Burdick, Head
Coach of the Providence
College Men’s lacrosse team
stressed the importance of the
Friars’ defense in winning
games in the Metro Atlantic
Athletic Conference.
“Our
LACROSSE defense is what
will keep us in
every game,” said Burdick.
“We will lean on them and that
will give our young guys on
offense time to mature.”
From the looks of the team’s
start this season, it appears as
though Burdick’s assessment of
his team couldn’t be more
correct. The Friars hold a 3-5
overall record and find
themselves among the nation’s
leaders in goals against average,
currently holding a GAA of
6.25. For this, Providence has

Additionally, anticipated
poor field conditions were re
sponsible for the postponement
of PC’s games scheduled for
Tuesday against Holy Cross—
the games have not yet been re
scheduled.
The Tennis team’s match
scheduled for Saturday April 5
against Fordham was cancelled
with the game resecheduled for
Monday April 7— cancelled as
well, due to a chance of snow.
Additionally, PC’s home
match against Bryant College,
set for Wednesday, was post
poned due to rain, and the Fri
ars will face either Fordham or

athletes to graduation,
Providence has two freshmen
and three sophomores in its
starting lineup, a lineup
containing only one returning
starter from last season.
Furthermore, the team lost a
returning sophomore who was
expected to play in the No. 1
singles spot.
“I have a wonderful,
wonderful group of girls,” said
LaBranche. “I have always
judged my success as a coach
and my teams by winning and
losing because we were
always on an equal playing
field. Now that we don’t have
scholarships anymore I have
leadned to readjust how I
judge my success. We’re no
longer on an equal playing
field so I have to judge myself
and my team on improvement
and they’ve definitely
improved.”
While the Friars can’t do
much to counter the fact that
they’re non-funded, they are
working hard to overcome
their inexperience.
“We’re focusing on gaining
experience,” said freshman
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